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"cci're on the iron: iine. provides the vital information 
"cur corqxny is looking to yocrr company rncist have to stay 
you for rhe strategic insight ;t ahead of the competition. 
needs i:o chart its course for KBF tells you what is going the f u t ~ y .  to happen, why ir's going to 
Kipiicger Susit~ess Forecasts happen, and what your 
(KBF) is the firs: s~ep toward company cap do to profit from 
success. It4 a new web-based this advance knowiedae. 
Stop by 300th 637 at the 
SLA Conference or go to 
kiplingerforecasts ccmltria! 
for a FREE, NO-OBLIGATION, 
NO-RISK, 14-DAY TRIAL. 0: 
contact Paul Vizza or Craig 
!VcKinnis at 202-887-0504 
for more infomation. 
business, economic, and public 
p o k y  %recasting service. 
it reduces research r i se  and 
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~omoujer-Ghated Cammunicatirtn IfemocraMze the Wor&~4ace? 
Can techtioiogy democratize the workpiace? Does i t  provide eqliai access to 
information for ail empbyees! These questions have been the subject of rnirch 
debate. Nerissa Nelson presents her view ... 
Desktap Mayping: Displayhg and Wegrating XnformaGon 
Sometimes text alone, no matter how expertiy worded, is just not the right way to 
debver a message. This may often be the case with iocation-based information- 
where the reiaticnships among things can be cleariy dispiayed on a nai; but may 
not be easily described i n  words, Roberta Brody explains how this situation is 
changing as spatial info'srmation management applications enable ~s to display and 
analyze information in ways that show the relationships of things or events in their 
real-world contexts. 
QuaWcatian Management in fnforrnatian krvices: My Grand Dedgn 
We informatior: workers, and particularly those who have management responsi- 
bility, have for some ',!me been troubied by a seeming lack of qlraiity ir: the 
employees who come to work with us. Guy St. Clair explains the solution lies f r l  
haw we prepare people fcr work iri the information industry and in the i.:b:ary/ 
information science profesGon. 
John Seely Brown: Xn Context 
Recertty, Information Outlook@ staff had the opportunity to sit down wieh John 
Seeiy Brown, chief scientist a t  Xerox Corporation and director of the Xerox Paio Alto 
Research Center (PARC'). Dr. Brown is one of the worid's leading acthorities on new 
technoiogies, or~anizational innovation and learning. He is aiso co-author (with Paui 
Dquid) of the recent book, The Socia! L$e of Information. 
GbbaB 2000 Conference Pmgmrn 
Global. 20@0 is right arourd the corner! Go to  page 65 and f i n d  o ~ t  w5at's going on 
and how to register for t>is internatioral event! 
Change and the Information Profess%maL News around the IRC 
Strategic bean?irtg OuRLaolt 
Thinking about Reflectior: 
59 The Cui:ting Edge 
Toward a Stab!e Web: Current 
Initiatives Add StaXity to a 
Dyvamic EnvironrneW 
Comrnuplfcat~on OutL~rsk $4 Money j.4altsus 
Seif Promotior: as a Competency A Rewarding and Educational 
Experience 
Copyrfght Corner 
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It's laowledge that makes you incbspensable. 
Around '.he worid, information professiona!~ are taking on new roles in 
Weir organizations. They're managing content on the irtranet, participating in 
k7cwiedge managernen? initiatives, eva!uating information systems and more. 
A? Factiva, we're committed to sharini: these success stories with the entire 
information professional community. As a subscribe. to Dow iones interactive 
or Reuters Business Briefing, you caz expect mcre tilan. vaiuabie content, 
p o w e h  searching features a?d inrranet publishirg tc~ois. M u  also receive 
sijppor? 'hat helps you accompii~h your professionai development objectives. 
Tnrough the Factiva infcpro Aliiiince prcgram, you can participate in practical 
:earning forums, obtain in-depth resource materials and attend advanced 
?rsining seminars that covei prodtict features such as i~teiligent Indexing. 
ir! other words, we'!! make you even more inaispensable. To jcin our lnfoPro 
Aliiance pmyam, go to w.~ct iva.com/infcpro. 
Dow iones B Reuiers 

available from SLA. Publishing. This 
book by Carol Tenopir ar.d Donald W. 
a n g  replaces speculation with solid cita 
conce~irig scientific and scholarly jom- 
nals and emerging electronic pubiica- 
tions an6 datahses. Through qualitative 
data analysis an6 insight, Tenopir and 
King enabie all participants in the elec- 
tronic jounal system to make more 
informed decisions on how to address 
key issues in the Patwe. 
R e  purchase ~ e c e  is US$49.00 for SLA 
members, trS$S9.00 for non-members. 
You can order your copy at www.sIapb- 
Iis%ng.org, or by ca':Iing 1-202-939-3673. 
Sa6av Survey 284-98 
The resuks are in! Watch for announce- 
ments zegzrding SMs 2C.00 edition of 
the Annual Why Survey. Results are 
being tabulated and the monograph will 
be available in November. For =ore 
information go to www.sh.org. 
ReBurt? on Enveotnsent 
Study Coarhrg Sson 
Vdluating Infirmation Intangibla: 
Meazuring the Bottom Line Contribu- 
tion of Lib~ariam and Information 
Professionak is a monograph based 
on a study conciucted by S M  to 
detennine whether companies and 
organizations determine return-on- 
investment for libraries and infor- 
mation centers. Second, it explores 
that if the value of libraries and 
information centers is assessed, 
how the analysis is carried out? The 
answers can be found in this mono- 
graph available from SLA. Look for 
it! 
Patrkia F'* GaECiw 
Patricia F. Gatiin, corporation 
librarian for the Union Electric 
Company in St. Louis, MO, died 
December 1999. Gatlin was a life- 
long member of the St. Louis  met- 
ropolitan Area Chapter sf fne Spe- 
cial Libraries Ass~ciation. For 
many years, Patricia served as the 
corporation librarian for the Union 
Electric Company here in St. 
Louis. She served the local, divi- 
sion, and nationai levels sf SLA. 
Donations may be sent to the 
Ronald McDonald House, 3450 
Park Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63104. 
SLA's leadership will congregate ', 
January 25-27, 2001 
in historic Savannah, GA, USA 
to hone leadership skills and take 
care of vital association business. 
2001 
Special Llbraks Association 
i't'hiie there> see the s i g h  of J ~ h n  Bere-endt's Sest-selling book, "NIidnigizt i ~ z  the Garha of G o d  a r t  Evil," a d  
subsequerrt film starring CIint Eastwood, historic Southern architecture, riverboats, and nearby beaches. 
june 2808 
You wdkf up ah six o'dock on a Monday 
m c m g .  The dxm st&es you oxt of a 
peace53 siurnSer, but somehow you maz- 
age to wipe the sleep from you- eyes as yoion 
head for titie shower. Yoc Cze kmbs 
and when the water sages from the ~IWJ-  
ehead, yo~l m-ehily step h to  tl5e tub. As 
you be& yo= nonx2 shower rcu&e 
your Rzi.16 turns '.li the week's work. You 
'&bk 2bTdf jW.X tfE A.M. m€&?& 2Ed YCS 
consider Merect strategies for I . L ~ - s ~ ~ ~  
yow cstamer's cancers. 'Ycu &smd sev- 
eral possibZties as ~ziworihbie, m d  Piaiiy 
settie on yvm approac5. You Pm off tiie 
s h o w  hop out, grab yow favo~?e towel, 
and gel ready for the day kqd wbe:?er y m  
reaiize i': or not, you've been engaged LT a 
precess of rekction. 
Nom7 close yoTw eyes try lo ireagirle tfie 
scene described ir, 51e paragraph above. 
Cm yac see it! My guess is &a1 tile mer- 
+A pi&m corms to you qGcli:yI becaese 
'Jlis is a fh~Aar exierience for m s l  us. 
Indeed, this i&d of sponmeous refiedon 
is a wry naturai hmaE advity aid a crit- 
id part of tk learzing process. M of us 
need space and tke to process new ideas, 
to think more &eepIy about C!e CTi31gs 
we're dokg or leimkg. Here's anoCxr 
f d i i a r  exmple: +&y to remember the Iast 
Lme to read a book or article about a p z -  
?icdarly serious C: cWic-ocit s ~ b j e d .  Did 
\/OU fhxi yomelf stepping for a mo32en1, 
idmost instinctively, 3 gxt the book or 
rnagazke d c ~ m  so you cod& pocder what 
y3u were reahg? Once again, yo-oc've 
experienced Lie power of refiection. 
In today's deciderliy action-o2ente:ed c& 
?we, however, Filr maturd need and 
cagacky to refled is net r,ealy as vdned 
as ow azlity $0 get &ings &one. M e r  dl ,  
~ o s t  orgimzaticns are facing increased 
compeiitior, a d  increasi~giy conpiex 
k t x e .  The Mmers, some zgue, +li be 
&e people orgiz~hatms %at gel 
%ere fiwt: to 12~e opp~rtarrlity~ to market, 
to the next big thing. In <?is enviromeat, 
the pace of o w  work speeds cp dramas- 
caily and makes reflecticn seen Iike a 
I L Y ~ ~ ,  Aker ail, who has time to sit and 
&link when there %s work to be h e !  
What &is action onexation fziis to appre- 
ciate is &at when we do cot reflea 5efore 
acting, <?e acticns we take freqcen2y lack 
the pwpase an6 dkection necessary to 
achieve ocr most desired results. Whet 
we make dedsioas a d  p r s u e  acticns 
reflexively and wi%l;.out m e M i y  E%n:Xng 
about t??en, we a math higher risk of 
fiibxe. For some seopie; refiedon is 
kdbllgence. Perhaps the red induigence? 
tkough, is ocr willingness :o purslre a y  
co:xse of action availabk to us simply 
because it's there, wiC?o~t reflecting on its 
potential problems or conseqcences. 
Even more important &xi recognizing 
&e necessity of reflection in our day-to- 
day work is understanding the role fhat 
reflection plzys in our ongoing learning. 
Learning involves making meaning 
zocnd our expedecces and reflection is 
the chief way ic  which we make mean- 
ing. Dudng ref;ec?ion, we :a& cur e x p  
dences and pul'; Clem a?=-, exzzising 
them ever more closely to a s c t a i n  what 
&:ey teli us aborrt our world our 
place in it. We look for new connections 
to wha? we've i e m e d  before mi, qcite 
possibiy, try to gene:& new and crez5ve 
ideas and knowledge for vxices aspects 
of our lives. Mom thaa =$ling else, 
how~ve; we seek to understand what our 
new fxperiecces mez to us as pecple, lo 
the uciqn2 psychology %at defines ?he 
essence of who we a e .  dali Ieazikg is a 
process cf seif-siiscovery, a%er all, aad 
reflection is a ~ ; S m a v  ~avigational tool 
for that coneincing jocrney. 
,-., i r e  iixages of refkction offered a5ow 
(&e shower =6 reading &e book) por- 
@ay it as pureiy zc unpiaiined and soli- 
ts-i errdeavor. Elis must not be k e  case. 
Instead, we m ~ s t  s ~ v e  to x&e reilection 
a c  "cniice" acriv2y7 one in which we can 
engage ir, 21e moment, e i t m  on our o m  
or in concert with co%agues, family, 
Werds %e capacity lo reflece LI 5 % ~  wzy 
is a matter of avmeness, <?e ability to stay 
in touch with both &e content and 
processes of our oi;VTl thinking even as we 
are involved 51 other hings going on 
around us. Pie mi@ describe it as takkg 
up Cle pasition of aiq o5se-er who, from 
an fxiem31 vm12g2 ~ o z t ,  shares in ow 
C~lnking yet helps us sort tho@ it in a 
2nqosef;ll positive fashion. 
The best ~ ~ a l p t s  for reEecCon, in z y  
view, are powerfurtl and compeiiing ques- 
5 ~ 3 s .  Scch qnessons denand that we 
, , 2 step bzcY acd examine our 
-7 :amkicg. . They invite ns :a look at <be 
.,-, LS.deriying vaices and beliefs that a e  
shaphg our thicking in an effort to con- 
firm t3e vaiidky of thosz values and 
beiiels. For exampie, if I recommend a 
particcia: i&ktive for =y organization, 
I might ask myself the cpstion, "'What 
is it a'aoc': this initiative &at leads me to 
believe it is ar, appropriate one?" As i 
refiect on &is inquiry, 1 =ay ccme to 
realize that the underlying reasoc 1 advo- 
cate for it is the helief that i'. d l  resuit 
in significa~t revence. W h a  evidence to 
contrary is offered, =y reEective process 

leaves me more Iikeiy to accept scch 2v6 
dence and reconsider my initial recom- 
mendation. Whars more, my re8ections 
wrli likely influence my ajour 
f u t ~ r e  icitiatives, mcoxrzging me tg 
examine Cbem more caref~liy. 
So, as you wait for yow ten A.K meet- 
icg to begin, your mind takes yoa back 
a few hours to the &inking you did Sn 
the shower. You ask yourself, "How can 
I engage in that k k d  of deep thinking 
and ref!ection ail of the time, and 30% 
just in the s h ~ w e r  or on the ride to 
work!" Yoc begin tc reflect on that 
qnesilor,, when your customer arrives 
and the meeting begins. Yut y ~ u  make 
a note to come back to ir later. Wiii 
yoc? We hope you will. Let c s  know 
what you think by e-=ailing your 
thoughts to us at learning@sla.org. 5% 
can't wait to hear fro= yon! 
West Group and law librarians share in the increasing challenges 
of information management -constantly changing technology 
and growing demands on time and budgets, 
L~brar~an  Relaticns 
Bancroft-Whitney .Clark Boaidman Cal1aghan -Lciwyers Cooperative Publishing -Westlawe.W~st Pubiishing 
% 2000 Weit Group. 1-5766-6/3-00 The :rodernarks shown within ore used under lhcenie 
Elsevier Science is a leader In devejoping 
E 
Dew products and policies for rhe digital B 
library We have worked closeiy with 
and have iisteraed l o  the concerns of 
both scientific researchers and librsrians. 
Here are some of the ways ig which 
we have responded. 
The data is ciear: journals 
are used much more 
when they are avaiiabie 
electronically at the 
desktop. The Ekevier 
Science vision is t o  
increase sc ie~t is ts '  
efficiency by ntegrar ing 
information and 
delivering it conveniently. 
That has been part o f  the 
no~ab le  sdccess o f  
ScienceCirecP, the robust 
and sophisticated 
plarforrn h i l t  t o  deliver 
science ',at the speed o f  
the 21st Ce17tury." 
Authors 
Copyright transfer is 
wideiy rnisi;rdeatocd 
and no t  ail pi;biishersi 
pciicies are aiike. 
Scientists publishing in 
-. t isfvier Science j c u r ~ a i s  
have wide rights :c LIT 
?heir works t o  s ~ p p o r t  
their research and 
teaching, inciuding 
sharing their articies wit+ 
co!ieagues, posting them 
on  cavpus  ne;\~orkS and 
dsing them eiectronicaliy 
for courses, wi thout  
charge or permission 
Otlr j& is to make 
your work easier, 
ELSEVIER 
SCIENCE 
munic 
Self-promotion is one of those dirty 
iittie phrases 51at many of us have 
been trained to Iook down on with 
disdain, as though practicing it were 
one of the seven deadly shs.  A little 
careM consideration might Iead us to 
reconsider, After all, in a workplace 
where loyalty no ionger counts for 
much [typicaily], you tmPy have to 
manage your career as "bne/John 
Doe, incoqmated." 
Here are a few suggestions that won't 
necessariiy improve your chances at 
orga.nizatfonal politics. Rather,  hey 
present a process you must go through 
in order tc analyze your fear of self- 
promotion and then take actior, to 
overcome it. 
g?cp 7 :  
ASJALYZE YQUiE SIPEBGFXS, 
Build an Essessment of your accom- 
plishmmts during your career. Stzrt 
by listing the problems or chailenges 
you've encountered, then Iist the 
approaches you nsed to address 
them. Finish 5y listing the results of 
your efforts. 
Remember to ioclude such things as 
efiofis to: increase productivity or 
efficiency, cr save money; institute a 
new system or procedure; identify 
new problems and offer solutions; 
establish new goals or objectives for 
yocr organization; change the nature 
of your job; undertake a project that 
was considered outside the scope of 
your jab. All of these efforts show that 
you are more than just a "9 to 5 er." 
Step 2: 
MWOW TBE RULES. 
You should~ ' t  feel that "playing 
poiitics" is a requirenent for building 
your self-promotior, strategy. Howev- 
er, there are some rules thar you need 
to observe. 
A. % m k a l  of the RttwE: No matter 
where you work, you'll find that all 
organizational structures take on the 
shape of a pyramid. Some may be 
iiatter than others, but all possess a 
hierarchy that rnakes the air rhinner 
as you move upward. Whether you 
participate in this climb or not, there 
is a natural law that keeps human 
beings moving up the ladder. 
Recognize this survival tendency for 
what it is, 
B, Y m u  Fees  B:e Y~uu Hatnral Miira: 
As you work with your colleagues, 
yon should also learn from them and 
share what you know with them. 
One sure way to get ahead or be 
recognized is to be a key part of a 
successful team. 
L There i s  &\ways a %&ex: Knew 
How lnl laVorks: Ail orga~izations have 
a c u h r e  that, when followed, will Iead: 
to personal success. Yon have to know 
your organization's cultwe and u ~ d e r -  
stand how to nse it. In some compa- 
nies, creativity is the most prized and 
rewarded at&u'le of ar, employee. Ia 
others, it nright be an actual contribu- 
tion to the "bottom line" (I'm sure 
many of y .2~  have heard that one 
before:). No matter what your organi- 
zation's cuhre,  you must determine 
what priorities exist in the system and 
use them to your advantage. 
By preparing yourself properly for the 
chance to promote yourself when they 
come, or for those opportunities that 
are all arocnd you in your working 
day, you wl l  find that you can move 
forward aggressively. Understand your 
strengths and the system ir, which 
you work, and your efforts wi l  be 
rewarded. 
For more Cnformation, 
contact John Crosby 
(john-c@sla.oq) 
Neiiss~ Nelson is an informatiwi specialist ot Advantage Learning Sys- 
temj. She moy be reached at nlnekan@ad//earn.cam. 
The prevaibing position is that  technology has dernacratired the workplace. The dissenting View suggests that  tech- 
nology reinforces existing hierarchies within organizations, or a t  least does nothing to break them down. For librar- 
ians, especialty those in the carporate environment, the question of whether technology may or may not democra- 
time the workplace has muck relevance for two reasons: As implementen of information technology, we may consid- 
er  ourselves as corporate and social do-gooders helping to  break down status and power-related barriers by provid- 
ing access to information to  anyone in  the company. As empboyees, and thus users of new technoiogy, we may believe 
that  our vakes have a further reach and that  our input i s  taken more seriously. I argue that  there is a timited basis, 
a t  beet, for the beUef that computer-mediated communfcation has democratized the workpaace. 
Enfarmat9"an fn srgan-r"zat$ons n0w f k w s  mare freety i a  the CMC environment 
yees are marre witling t o  
The information technology referred to above is well 
recognized by information professionals. Collectively 
known as computer-mediated communication (CMC) , 
it includes e-mail, teleconferencing, electronic bulletin 
boards, Intemet/Intranet access, Internet relay chats, 
and group decision support systems (GDSS). 
Lee SproulI and Sara Kiesler are among the most vocal 
proponents of the thesis that CMC has democratized the 
workpiace. In Lhek book, Connections: New Ways of 
W o r h g  in the Networked Organization {MIT Press, 
19911, they argue that computer-rnediated communica- 
tion reduces info~anation gaps by providing a tool for 
peripheral employees (employees that are removed $om 
Cie core managexent structure) to be connected to a11 
people within the organization. They examine passive 
and active comections in the GlMC environment. Pas- 
sive comecaions is where employees choose to be an 
observer only of messages being posted to distribution 
Iists or email. Active connections is where employees 
partake in the electronic hterchange and discussions 
posted on listservs or e-mail. The benefit of computer- 
mediated com~l.,unication, suggest Sproull and Kiesler, 
is that it gives a "voice to the voiceless," and, therefore, 
increases "emotional and informational connections" 
among employees by creating more active participation 
in exchanging messages and establishing collaborations 
in electronic discussion groups. Giving people a "voice," 
the authors suggest, is part of our Cernocratic culture. 
Information i~ organizations now flows more freely in 
the CMC environment and employees are more w i h g  
to participate beyond their stated duties. 
Libby Bishop =d David Levine, in their article "Comput- 
er-mediated CornmurmicaEoa as Employee Voice: A Case 
Smdy" (PndmtridI and Labor &bdt&m &Weviao, 1999), also 
examine the "employee voice through computer-mediat- 
ed comunication," supporZing some of the findings of 
june 2600 
Sprolail and Eesler. They conclude that CLVC creaks eas- 
ier access to people 2nd i n h m a t i o ~  and pmvides a new 
vehide for employees to address concerns to manage- 
ment f!! the hopes of resolviig problems or effec+&g 
change. They e x m h e  ?he e3ects of CMG at a high-tech 
6m Ciat was an early user arnd advocate of cozputer- 
nediated c o ~ m d s a 2 o n .  k4er collecting data m d  con- 
ducting interviews over a two-yea period, LMir &!dings 
suggested that techoiogy had eroded %he hierarchid 
strxtme of management a x l  gave emplcyees rwre of a 
voice ir, &e decision- xakbg  process of fhe orgar?liza%m 
But has the impact of ccmputer-mediated communi- 
c a t i o ~  really democratized the workplace? Has it 
weakened or softened the hierarchical structure of 
organizations? Are librarians now free ro interact and 
exchange information at all leveIs within or beyond 
the organization? And do librarians have a nrore 
"active voice" in the virtual environ=ent in Seing part 
of the decision making process that they did nor have 
in the past? Some researchers contend thar CNIC does 
not lead to a denocratized workplace. 
Control aver Technology 
Susan Herring, in her study, "Gender Participation in 
Computer-Mediated Linguistic Discouse" (19921, 
was one of the first to challenge <he position that 
modern inforxation technology opens the commu- 
nication path to a more egalitarian com~unicat ion 
structure. Focusing on gender participation in the 
CMC environment, she observed two electronic dis- 
cussion lists at an academic insritution. She exam- 
ined two issues for her study: i j  to see if the com- 
munication process -was democratic in the electronic 
environment, and 23 to determine if computer-medi- 
ated comzmnlcation increased gender equality. Her- 
ring focused primarily on the degree to which xales 
and females participated on these discnssion lists, 
Her findings reveared that there T ~ a s  a difference 
between the female to male partkipaxion ratio. Male 
participation showed minimal interest in female 
paslings; which resulted in a decline of female par- 
+'". ~r~lpar i sn .  Female posting to the discnssion iists 
rended to be brief or ignored if certain subjects were 
nor of interest or topics discussed did not encourage 
female participation. Herring concluded that 
"...although the medium themetically allows for 
everyone with access to a network to take par$ and 
to express their concerns and desires equally, a very 
large ccmmunity cf potential participants is effec- 
lively prevented by cecsorship. borh overt and 
covert." In this particular academic environment, 
computer-=ediated coxnunicaaion was found to Se 
xa ie  dominated, power-based and hierarchical. 
Like Herring, Giuseppe Mantcvani is critical of the 
egalitarian democratk effect of CMG. Focusing on a 
corporate, zather than an academic environment. he 
explores the conditions rrnder which C-MC may or 
may not pronole denocratic patterns. He challenges 
the arguments made by Sproull and Kiasler in his aei- 
cle, "Is coxputer-medialed c s m m u ~ c a t : ~ ~  intrinsi- 
cally apt to enhance democracy in organizations?" 
(Earnan Reiadons, i994). Much of hew CMC is used 
depends on the cnltnre of the organization, rather 
than just the technology itself. He saggests CMC is 
effective in overcoming physicai barriers $eograpkk 
location), but not seziai barriers {strucrure of the 
organization). Social inequalities that exist ic organi- 
zations are not solved by :nteg&ing technology. 
Computer-mediated communication, -Mamovani 
believes, is derernined by an organization's history 
and the rules that are i~plemented by rAanagezenf,. 
Taking this into consideration, he says, CMG "does 
nor generaiiy foster democracy in organizations. ' 
A more recent srudy by Frank Symons examines 
how traditional hierarchical structures are now 
reprcduced electronicaliy. In hjs araicie, "Virtual 
department, power, and location in different organi- 
za~iozal setrings" ~Eco~ornic  Geog~qdy, 1993),  he 
says that techsology gives management even more 
power than they had before by rracking production 
and efficiency with greater accuracy, less margin of 
error, and increased monitoring of employees' activ- 
ities at work. Hierarchy in the electronic realm 
depends on the degree to which organizational 
lnembers have access to the Internet or company 
Intranet, electronic files or databases. To test the 
relationship between hierarchy, power, and location, 
Symons conducted a LO-year study that examined 
virtual departments in various organizational set- 
tings o! firms with 3,000 to 5,008 full-time employ- 
ees. Out of this research emerged three to seven dif- 
ferent hierarchical categories, which were character- 
ized by the compIexity of the information that was 
accessible or shared among different departments. 
The question he  raised was whether traditional hier- 
archies are really being eradicated by virtual depart- 
ments, or are they merely being changed under the 
guise of technology. Symons concludes that h' ~erar-  
chical models still exist in many organizations and 
are now just electronically reinforced. He notes that 
organizations practicing different management 
styles, such as centralized vs. decentralized, still 
show evidence of hierarchical structures because 
management holds the power in how the technolo- 
gy will be used, despite geographic location. 
William PJresch, like Symons, s~pports  the notion 
that managerLent has power over technology. In his 
book, Discon~ecied: Have and Have fVots in the Information 
Age (Rutgers University Press, 29961, he discusses hour 
information technology in zany  organizations has 
become the old "panoptican - an optical instrument 
that allowed an observer in the middle of a prison to 
see into all the cells yet remain unseen." In the con- 
text of crganizations today, this is how upper man- 
agement controIs the use and implementation of infor- 
mation technology - by the t p e  of netivork adminis- 
tration software to be used, which is dependent on the 
server and connection an organization has, and who 
will administer and run these systems. Because of this 
control, wresch states there is no "semblance of pri- 
vacy" for employees anymore. Managers can physical- 
ly be located anywhere and still have the ability to 
monitor and track organizational activities. He 
describes this control over technology as being very 
powerf~l for management since they now have tools 
to put employees under blind surveillance. The issue 
of power, technology and rights to privacy in the 
workplace is hotly debated today, 
Discussion 
In my opinion, studies supporting the democratizing 
impact of CMC are flawed. From the v e q  outset, they 
fail to consider how the power smcture in organiza- 
tions controls how CMC is ir:plemenred and to what 
extent it is used or what restrictions are placed on it. 
There is an assumption that all information flows from 
top-down or vice versa, and that a3 employees are on 
the same level playing field as management in the vir- 
tual world. Although technoIogy provides us with a new 
method to xansmit messages as senders and receivers, it 
does not ensure that these messages are heard or even 
considered. The reality is that technology, for the most 
part, has not changed behavior' In most companies, *a- 
ditional power structures are still in place; messages can 
be ignored, and electronic activity is monitored. 
Issues that confront librarians in an environment that 
is not democratized through CMC could include: e- 
mails ignored by upper management, monitoring 
Internet sites visited and e-mails sent, limiting access 
to information for certain employees, and information 
that should be posted in a visible location is buried 
under layers of directories and files that makes it dif- 
ficult to find. Who has not personally experienced or 
heard from colleagues about suggestions repeatedly e- 
mailed to superiors that are ignored? Who has not 
encountered management's disapproval in one of its 
various forms from mild resistance to clear prohibition 
irr response to an attempt to make company informa- 
tion accessible to all employees? And who has not 
heard about frightening reports of management mon- 
itoring Internet sites visited and e-mail traffic? 
Technology itself does not shape the culture of an 
oganization, as Mantovani states, although it is cer- 
tain to have an impact on day-to-day transactions. 
There is no doubt that technology has changed how 
business processes and decisions are acted upon in 
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where t h e  relationships among things can be clearly disptayed on a map but  may not  be easily described i n  words. 
Because s f  t h e  special expertise t h a t  was once required t o  display i n f o n n a ~ o n  in map form, maps have been a less 
common way to report and display t h e  results ~f our research. Despite t h e  common estimates t h a t  seventy-five t o  
eighty percent of t h e  information cotiected i n  t h e  business environment has a geographic or spatial component t o  
it, such as a s t reet  address o r  a zip code, mapping of information in real space, a s  opposed ts conceptual mapping 
of ideas, has been rather Limited. 'This situation i s  changing a s  desktop mapping, geographic information systems 
and other spatial information management applications enable us t o  display and analyze information in ways tha t  
show t h e  relationships of things or  events in  their  real world contexts. 
Desktop mapping cur- Mu& & S f t h e  i a f $ ~ ~ m a  t { 1 f = ~ e  eventsoneachotheror  
remly refers to software on its environment? 
that uses as its base 
Geographic Information a t leady u 5.g has a s p a t f a  l c - ~  m - Your Desktop 
System [GIS) software or Mine? 
or related software that Much of the informa- 
hassomeGIS-likecapa- B ; S O W ~ P  8 k @  2 ?,sheet addressa.. tion that we already use 
bilities. These mapping 
applications most com- 
monly display location based information using the 
infornation from tables, spreadsheets, relational 
databases and other internally and externally gener- 
ated sources and connecting this information to 
places on a map. The software ran also serve as a 
basis for integration of this same data and any other 
information relating to the same places. The power 
and utility of desktop mapping lie in the spatial re la  
tionships that are made evident through its use, 
enabling "the user to gain additional insight into 
already existing information by creating new and dif- 
ferent points of access. Events are presented where 
they occur and relative to where other events hap- 
pen. Whether ir's the location of sales territories, the 
path of a hurricane, or the Iocation of every street 
light in a municipality, the issues are the same - 
what is the impact of the location of these things or 
has a spatial component 
like a street address or 
zjp code/mail code. Yet, despite the high ratio of data 
with a spatial component, until recently these spatial 
relationships among data were largely the concerns 
of geographers, environmentalists, urban planners, 
and military strategists and were not the concerns of 
others. This has changed with the ability of desktop 
mapping and geographic information systems soft- 
ware to quickly create dynamic maps - maps that 
can change their focus and detail. In fact, you may 
already have used one or more of these applications 
without realizing it! 
You may already be using single-function desktop 
mapping and other spatial information management 
applications on the web. Web sites that provide maps 
and driving and directions for trip planning are exam- 
ples of such applications, At these sites, you enter a 
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query that contains the star": pcin', and ecd point of 
your trip and the results thar are generated are in the 
farm of maps of the area piss driving directions. 
Less obvious are embedded GI§ appiications Eke 
those at sites that help the consumer locate a store 
or service center close to their home. At rhese sites, 
the consumer specifies the distance she is willing to 
travel from her home or deter~xines the size of the 
neighborhood in which the application should oper- 
ate by cozpleting a farm indicating, for example, 
haw f a r  from their zip code they are willing to travel. 
A list of store or service center locations that meet 
the ceteeria specified is displayed in response to the 
forr;. Many of these applications do not offer maps 
as o u t p t  but simply a list oi locahions, conseqaent- 
Zy the underlying GI§ functions are hidden from the 
user, In contrast, at real estate sites, the underlying 
geographic inforxiatioz system application gives 
potential home buyers the option to search the gala- 
5ase by zooming in on increasingly more detailed 
=aps of an area. The application alsc allows direcr 
qnery without the display of maps. Regardless of the 
appearance of the deliverable, the answer wculd not 
be possible without an analysis of sparial relation- 
ships and its znderlying GI§. 
Uskg Your Data t o  Brrfkd a Map 
These sanx capabjlities, making queries about loca- 
tions, measuring distances, creating routes and direc- 
tions, focusing on areas or neighborhoods el interest, 
as well as others, can be foand in desktop nappisg 
application software. This software is des~gned to use 
data generated by "office sui:en or persomi produc- 
tivity ap2Iications coamociy used, such as spread- 
sheets like Excei and reIationai databases like 
Access. Sesktop mapping applications are designed 
to enable the use of some of the basic spatial anaiy- 
sis and dynamic n a p  display capabilities of GI% with- 
out the steep learning curve :hat accompanies many 
of the larger ixuitifunctional sgrstens. 
The soitvrrare includes accoixpanyiag map data sc 
thar you can add your data to exissing naps. Ia desk- 
top mapping appiications, you can take tabular data, 
iike the contents of a spreadsheet or reia'limai data- 
5ase and relate ir tc points on a =a?. Let us say, ffor 
exampie, that I have a spreadsheet that Includes the 
name and addresses of approxi~~ateiy 250 phar~.a- 
ceutical technology companies in Xew Jersey and E 
want to "get a picture" of where :hey are located rel- 
ative to each othe:? perhaps to see if H caul6 detect 
small ciusters of reIated companies within this area 
already well known for its conce~rrarion of phzrna- 
ceuticai compa@ies. 
Figure I displays some of these pharnaceuticaf tech- 
nology companies by zip code. As you can see, a list 
of the number of companies in various zip codes can- 
nor reaiiy show the relative positions of these com- 
panies. Endless text, suggestive of the repetitive qual- 
ity of knitting instruc~ions, would be required Is 
describe how each company's position relates to all 
the others. But a summary map using colored areas 
to designate ranges within zip codes, shows an 
overview of the relative locatioas sf these pharma- 
ceutical technology company clusters at a glance 
(Figure 23. While the table shown here has been con- 
verted for use in a mapping environmeix, most deslz- 
top mapping application software, as in more tradi- 
tional PC based GIs software, allow many data 
sources to be linked to places on a map whiie 
remaining in native form, that is without converting 
the data from its current files. 
The Wirekss Desktop 
Yolr may have seen on-board displays of directions and 
locations in cars or in other vehicles. These systems 
use satellite generated navigational data to show you 
exactly where you are on a GIs-generated map in yaw 
car- Of course, similar systems are used by companies 
to speed deliveries by generating the shortest routes 
from one place to another while allowing the delivery 
truck driver to make "on-the-fly" changes in the 
dynamic maps displayed, when conditions require it. 
But mobile mapping is more than directions and row:- 
ing. Mapping and tracking applications are available 
for hand-held devices lile PDAs [portable digital assis- 
tants! for use in business field data collection and dis- 
play. These same colIection and display devices are 
being used to track the progress of work at archeoiog- 
icaI digs and construction sites. Again, the "basemap" 
is supplied in these applications and the data is added 
to the map as it is collected. As in all other spatial data 
management software, the data is exportable back t.3 
spreadsheets and databases. 
Paper Maps, Desktop Mapping and GI5 
As with other information systems, where the origi- 
nal paradigm was some immutable form of display 
on paper, the output of geographic information sys- 
tems may be seen by some as nothing more than a 
map rendered by a computer. Maps, after all, do link 
pieces of information to places in the real world. 
But there is a significant difference between a map 
and GIs-based software, whether it is a fully func- 
tional geographic infomation system with complex 
spatial analysis capabilities or desktop mapping soft- 
ware. This difference lies in the ability of these 
applications to analyze the data behind the map - 
to address the complex issues of connectivity, adja- 
cency and containment. These issues can be 
addressed because, although its output is most often 
a map, the map represents a display of underlying 
data; whose primary indexes or entry points are map 
coordinates, or their equivalent, srzch as street 
addresses or county boundaries. 
By organizing and retrieving information spatially, 
relative to coordinates on a map or equivalent spa- 
tial orientations; instead of the more familiar lin- 
ear ways, these applications offer the opportunity 
to access, examine and analyze data using sparial 
criteria. Not only can we organize and dispiay onr 
information spatially but we can explore and ana- 
lyze it spatially as well. Thus, spatial in'lformation 
rianagement combines the functions of automated 
mapping and relational datzbase xianagemerit sys- 
tems using the capabiiities of both and enabling 
the spatial arrangement, display, and analysis of 
geographicaiIy linked information. 
Spatial Rebationships and AnaLysis 
Spatial rehtionsthips - relationships among things set 
in the real world - are often expiained using maps. A 
quick look at a map of South Arxeriea will tell us what 
countries share a border with C%ie. With just a glance 
at a local street nap ,  one can check which roads inter- 
sect w-ith each other. Of course the answers can be 
presented in other forms, but there are many times 
when ideas that are q~uite c u m b e r s ~ ~ e  to explain and 
use in terms of text s ~ l y  are easily explained visuaiiy. 
Displaying the location and reiative position of things 
are just two examples of the Binds of outputtthat you 
can create using the desktop mapping applications 
currently avaiiable. 
Depending on the features in the various mapping 
software correatly available, various types of data 
exploration and anaIysis may be possible. As with 
the industry clusters described above, there may be 
on one or two maps. Analyzzing the relationships 
among objects with real world Iocations is generally 
referred to as spatial analysis. 
Spatial Analysis enables connections among objects, 
activities and events based m geographical prorimity. 
It relies on points in the real space and their relation- 
ships to ezch other and includes issues relating to: 
Reiative Distances Dirnensio-!s 
Acijacency Pmxi nity 
Containment Overlap 
Irtiersection 
In everyday terms, this mezns ',hat spariai analysis 
addresses questions like: 
Haw far away! 
How i;ig or hcw much bigger than . . . '! 
Who shares a cornnor: bor&r? 
What is irt my neighborhood? 
What is ir:ciuded in arr area? 
Wi?a"Lverlaps \ ~ i t h  what? 
What intersects with what? 
Because all of the information in the system is ulti- 
mately connected 'Lo coordinates en a map and real 
woM distances and positions exist in t$e structux 
and organization of the information, questiocs about 
patterns and relationships that cac be visible on a positions and; mlarlonships and questions that derive 
lmrap yet Eay go zndetected when infornation is dis- from these basic notiscs am addressed. WMe not the 
played lineariy. Still other relationships, especialiy topic of iscns here, it is important to note tha'i 
the one-to-many and many-to-one of reiationai data- although desktop =apping software is scaied to 
bases might require multiple iabies and charts to address "office suite" type applications; one can easily 
convey the same infsrmatnon thar can be dlspiayed see how, by using locason as an organizing strategy 
for analysis and display, larger collections of data and 
infom~ation are being organized, analyzed and inte- 
grated along these same principles. Two articles by 
Angela Lee in the December 1999 and January 20CO 
issues of Information Outlook describe such systems. 
Trying It  Out 
While napping and spatial information management 
offer exciting ways to explore and display information, 
maps and mapping are not for everyone. It has been 
estimated that perhaps one quarter or more of the gen- 
eral population cannot read a map. And, even if you 
presentation, including dynamic maps in a presenta- 
tion is a little more problematic. Just as there are 
offline web browsers, document readers for custom 
formats sach as .pdf files, and presentation software 
viewers, there are dynamic r ~ a p  viewers. These view-- 
ers enable the user to transport a map and its underly- 
ing database in a way that allows some limited manip- 
ulation of the map when ir is being v'zewed, such as the 
ability to "pan" and "zoom" or to focus on or highlight 
an area or neighborhood. Only some desktop mapping 
and @IS applications include viewers. However, it is 
expected that user demands for interoperability and 
... i t  i s  expec ted  t h a t  u s e r  d e m a n d s  f o r  i n t e r o p e r a b i i f t y  and o t h e r  
w3lt  bwxme a s t a n d a r d  c o m p o n e n t  a f  d e s k t o p  m a p p i n g  ss f twa re ,  
are comfortable with maps, you must consider both 
your organizational culture and the immediate audi- 
ence for your reports and preseatations. It might be 
prudent ro add mapping to your deliverables gradual- 
ly to see if this style of presentation suits you and your 
audience. Although desktop mapping software and irs 
accompa~ying "basemaps" are relatively inexpensive, 
when compared to fully functional GIs; some map- 
ping software including basic maps and data sets, can 
be obtained for free limited time trial periods. Differ- 
ent software have differing capabilities and you might 
want to explore some of these free offers. Many of 
these free offers from the various software vendors a n  
be found by following links at popular GIs Web sites, 
srrch as www.geoplace.com or www.geocomm.com. 
The latter site also includes a specialized search 
engine GeoSearch, which covers news and reviews of 
deskmp mapping and other GIs softwarn. 
Map viewers offer other opportunities for trying out some 
of the dynamic capabiiities of desktop mapping. While 
flat maps generated by desktop mapping applications 
software can easiiy be inserted into a document or a 
other market conditions will create an environment 
where map viewers will become a standard component 
of desktop mapping software. 
Nearly thirty years ago in talking of the "rise of a new 
intellectual technology," Daniel Bell (The Coming of 
the Post-Industrial Society, 1973) said that the 
"methodological proaise of the second half of the 
twentieth century is the management of organized 
complexity. " GIs and other spatiai information man- 
agement tools have been part of the Lrend towards 
managing organized complexity of location based 
information. Data integration of spatial information 
using large scale GIs has been in progress for the last 
twenty years or so. Desklop mapping has brought 
these capabilities to a wider audience. It is to be 
expected that as its usability and accessibility increase, 
its diffusion will increase and its uses expand. @ 
Guy St. C!air ic the president of SMR International, a management can- 
su!tingfirm in N e w  York, N% k past president of the S p e d  Libraries 
/ 
Association, St. Clair actively solicib readers' responses to thic orbrbc!e. 
fie can be reached at  GuyStClair@cj.c~m 
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have for some t ime been troubled by a seeming laek of quality in  t h e  employees who come t o  work with us. IYs not 
t h a t  they are  incapable of doing good work. In fact, these employees are often, under t h e  right circumstances, men- 
tored into positions of considerable accomplishment in  their parent institutions and organizations. But not  always, 
and when our interactions with these employees fail and we find ourselves lef t  once again with a bored, uninter- 
ested information worker just  biding t ime until  a bet ter  job comes along (or, worse yet, with one who has decided 
t h a t  information work i s  a comfortable sinecure and t"l perfect place t o  just coast abng) ,  we find ourselves think- 
ing about  what we could have done differentty, when we sought to fiil  t h a t  position. 
In my opinioc, there ..,the s ~ i u a i s n  a@ p y ~ b ( e m  is industry and desire to 
are two ideas at play move ahead, to better 
here? and they both themselves as infoma- 
have to do witk how we that w$[g be realized when we tion workers. So much is 
prepare people for work on offer, and from so 
in the information mazy different learning 
industry and in the &&E 3 b~-3 e~ i ~ ~ k  8% Our w~&,. , providers, that lhe aver- 
library/information sci- age infomatjon worker 
ence profession. The is almost overwhelmed 
first is that the academic education of these potential when attempting to decide what to study, what training 
employees varies greatly. Some of them have been to undergo, or what path or track of learning would be 
well educated and know as much {or more) about most advantageous. 
the ~rganization and management of information as 
we do. But not all potential information workers are The disparities between and within in these two iearn- 
so well educated, and their qualifications come ing activities represent a =ajar probiem for :he infor- 
wrapped in a bundle of background experiences and mation industry, and one that is only going to get 
educatiocal/training programs that represent, at worse as time goes on, unless we do something about 
best, a tnodge-podge of interests and, sadly, an equal- it. And we can do something. 
ly variable conglomeration of ski& and competen- 
cies that may, or may not match the needs of the As I see it, the solution to this problem is one that will 
employing organization. be realized when we take a broader look at our work, 
and move ourselves beyond the specifics of any one 
Connected to this variety in academic education, branch of infomation services. It's a solution whose 
of course, is the equally variable continuous framework has been demonstrated during the past few 
educatien/professiona1 learning that is available for years in my business, and it seems worthwhile to 
people to undertake, once they get into the information share some of the ideas that have come to us. 
june ZQQQ 
At our company, one of the things we do is to work 
with organizations {pafricuiarly in their information 
units] as they assess professional learning needs, after 
which, if required, we work with mmagement to 
design and create entities within the organization for 
meeting those learning needs. In the course of this 
work, one thernie has become very clear to me, that 
there really is a large world of information workers 
out there, and iihradans, and even specialist librari- 
ans, are but one piece, if you -wi!i, of the larger infor- 
=ation services indrast,~~ 
Now this isn't a new theme, and peop%e who know me 
have often heard me speak &out the splendid infor- 
r.ation services continuum. It incorporates, as I fre- 
In essence, in n sewices can 
As I thought about these things. it began to come to 
=e that alfhougi., we aU have the same objective { r i  
employing infornation workers capable of perfor- 
mance excellence is onr objective, and 1 think most 
of us agree that it is;, we are also, all of us, serious- 
ly hindered by barriers that are clearly rooted in the 
different values, required competencies, and service 
agendas of the different branches of the information 
industry. This, too, is not news, and in the December 
1999, issue of this magazine, Marioc Paris nade  this 
point clearly and specifically when she describedi 
with absointe accuracy, how specialist librarianship 
is different froE tradgrienal bibrarianship and haw 
they will never be the same. { 2 )  Similar differences in 
values, req~ired campetencies, and service ageadas 
kt of  as any work tkaf has 
quently say, any person and azy activity that invoives 
(or is even related to! the Itranagemest and delivery of 
information. Or, as I descri'se it in a new book an pro- 
fessional lear~ing, "In essecce, information services 
can be thotlght of as any work that has anything to do 
with the identification, rapture, organization, storage, 
retrieval, analysis, interpretation, packaging, and dls- 
semination of information." (1: 
So information work isn't just liSrariansRip, or spe- 
cialist librarianship, or records and iniorzaticn man- 
agement, or archives manage=ent, or informadon 
brokerage, or publisking. It"s anything that has to do 
with the management and delivery of information, 
and as my research and my work In professional 
Iearning developed, another theme began to emerge: 
that ail of the brancbes of the information industry are 
struggling with these same learning issaes, and all are 
attempting to provide the best learning they can for 
the people who will go Into or who are already 
employed in their part of the industry. 
also come between other hbinches of the informatiox 
imdustry, and between i;brariansh;p and z ~ a n y  of 
these other kinds of informatmn work and yet we 
am ail trying to accomplish the same thing and are 
committed to the same goal: to provide for ol;r iden- 
tified information custo=ers the best information 
management and information delivery that we can 
provide. If we have tke same goal and the sane con- 
mitrcenr, wsy can we not figure 0:s: how 13 find, and 
retain the best enployees? Where are those inforna- 
tion workers whose performance standards will not 
only enhance our work in our parent organizations, 
but will satisfy the infornation needs sf tke cjients 
for who= we provide information? 
The answer ro those questions and the solution la ;he 
problem we are having with learning issues in the 
information services nanagenent field have to do 
with qualifications, and with rhe management of quai- 
ifications. Several years ago. a grmp of library man- 
agers looked at these issues (bnt only with rsspecr lo 
librarianship) and concluded that change was needed, 
and as far as 1 can tell, change zs still needed. Susan 
M. Martin wrote about this group's experiences, and 
among the concepts suggested were an accreditation: 
process [but one which would not be administered 
exclusively by a single professional association), 
established standards for education and learning for 
employ~ent  in rhe profession, and an academy or col- 
lege with oversight responsibility for determining 
qualifications for practicing as a professional, and 
which academy or college would be the credentialing 
and certifying agency for the profession. (3) 
Sadly, as far as I can determine, nothhg came of this 
group's efforts, and seven years later we in the i n f ~ m a -  
can look beyond ourseives, If we can concentrate on 
the information customer, we can get past the limi- 
tations and get on with getting the information that 
the customer needs to the custo=er when it's need- 
ed. {Lh) NOW if we can get librarians, specialst 
librarians, archivists, and all others who work in 
information management to think like this, our 
industry will be well on its way to achieving that 
splendid information services objective we're all 
seeking to achieve. 
To get there, though, to get us I s  think ai&e about 
these issues is going to require a critical link, an 
essential element that we must all agree on. That 
critical link is the establishment of qualifications 
quals'flsatians, we m u s t  beg in  by $evetoping 
industry-wide standards of qual&"ty and excetience, iw both education 
far admission into the Pieid, and  -in performance practices, 
tion industry con4&ue to struggle with these issues. But 
as I continued my research and my work in this area, I 
realize6 flat it is in that phrase, the information indus- 
try, that perhaps the secret of our success in the future 
could be assured. We are, indeed, part of a larger infor- 
mation industry. We're not only librarians and records 
managers and such. We're information professionals, 
and what we need is a framework that draws us togel h- 
er, that matches us up as part of a single, new informa- 
tion management profession. 
It's a subject that's been approached before, and 
Jerry King, at the National Institutes of Health {who 
is not a librarian) put it best when he was inter- 
viewed a couple of years ago. For King, that single 
new information services profession is already 
emerging, and it is a profession based on excelience 
in customer service, a customer service ethos that 
crosses all boundaries within the profession. Here's 
the way Ming put it: We can do what we do well 
anywhere in the organization it's required. If we 
for the new profession, and the recognition that all 
of these various branches of information services 
are part of the same profession. In establishing 
qualifications, we must begin by developing indus- 
try-wide standards of quality and excellence, in 
both education for admission into the field, and in 
ion man- performance practices. The new informat; 
agement profession, wirh its qualified practitioners 
(whom we will call information professionals ) will 
be a composite construcl, and it wili inciude all of 
the many branches of the ilriormation indlrstry that 
we know about now. It will also include, of course, 
those careers and disciplines that are not even a blip 
on our radar screens yet, since we can't even begin 
to anticipate or predict what the information work- 
ers ten years from now wiil be doing, or what the 
qualifications for their work will be. And each of 
these branches of information services, these 
careers and these disciplines, will contribute to the 
larger whole, the larger profession, the new infor- 
mation management profession. 
june 2608 
The defining characterisdc of this new profession of 
information manage=ent will be its lezdership. There 
will be, as Martin and her group suggested, a speciaiiy 
authorized and legaliy incorporated m ~ t y ,  probably 
called something like The Xnternarfonal Sociery of 
YnforrLation Professionals. it will have credenrialing 
f in ing characteristic 04' this 
authority, and rhe society will serve as a supra-agency. 
It will exist for the sole purpose of identifying, testing, 
and providing credentials for those who vliouid a s i r e  
to be Ges%ified Inionmation Professionals, regardless of 
which branch of infor~~ation services industry they 
come from, or how tiaeir qmiificafions for practicing in 
that branch sf the industrry have been determined. 
Significantly, the leadership of this supra-agency 
(perhaps on the model of sometking like the Confer- 
ence Board) will be made up of leaders and repre- 
sentatives of those societal elenre~~ts most affected by 
quality in information management and delivery: 
organizational management officers, information 
customers. researchers, and the like. And equally 
important, information professionais will have no 
higher leadership representation than any of these 
other societal groups, and if will be understood from 
the beginning that tke International Sociery of Infor- 
nation Professionals does not eltist as simply anoth- 
er professional association. It's purpose is specific, 
and wiil be clearly [and legally) defined: to deter- 
x ine  qualifications for certification as an inform!- 
lion professional, and to ensure that such qualifica- 
tion management is inplemented in the best inter- 
ests of the organizations that ewploy informatian 
professionais and the information customers who 
use the infor~.ation supplied by information profes- 
sionals. I submit that it is only through the creation 
of sucfr a larger entity and the consequent empow- 
ering of inforriation workers (an empower=ent, it 
should be noted, that -will be based specifically on 
quaIifications), that we who work in the informa~ion 
industry w21 be recognized for onr expertise ~ n d  ocr 
conperencies, and will be posirioned to xove the 
indusrry, and our place in it forward. 
Which is why 1 am pxting t ~ % s  idea forward. J want 
the rxm'rrers of the Special Li%rar'es Association to 
think about this. and having thongkt about it, to 
decrde for themselves w-hether :hey are interesxed in 
bang information professionals in word (as v7e are 
now). or in recognition of earned (and e x a ~ ~ i m d )  
qualifications. And that grand design referred to in the 
title? Well, perhaps it is more of a philosophy, really 
than a grand plan (although in t2e 'rrook i've ;us8 writ- 
ten, as this subject is elaborated won ,  :? does a s s u m  
the qualities of a plan, for it is achranced serioasly and 
in great deraiu. Nevsrtheiess, this idea does have cer- 
k i n  characteristics and attrrbules that are, perhaps, 
granC m their concqtlon and -jilt be, hopefnily, in 
their execution. Perhaps these ideas will, for ail of us 
In the information managezmx profession, result in 
tangible and measurabk ways we can ensure the best 
service, the highesr quality service, for our organiza- 
tions and for our asfomers. And, at rhe same t i~ i e ,  
ensure that we are recognized for the qvaifffcations 
that we have earned. 
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INFORMATION OUTLOOK: What 
was it that prompted yaz and g7our 
colieague, Paul Duguid, 1.3 write 
The Social LiJe ofInfismaiion? 
SOHK SEELY PPEPWOWN: We both Live in 
t h e  mfdst of what %'m going t o  call 
"broken promises" in t h e  center of 
SiLicon VaL6cy. Silicon Valley is t h e  
home of t h e  Interne's, a place t h a t  
cries out  loud and clear about  ""he 
death of distance," But why i s  i t  tha t  
people pay $5 miliion for  a home in 
Sfifeon Valley, and why are t h e  frr'gb- 
ways eiogged beyond all bekief? 
Likewke, people keep asking us, ff 
idormation might mean and why 
it -matters." Can you say a little 
mcre about that? 
358: Surety. I"iL s ta r t  v&h erne of 
t h e  eas ies t  examples: newspapers, 
If you th ink  of a newspaper a s  sole- 
Iy a deliverer of m"nformation, you 
h a r e  Bost 98 percent of time way a 
newspaper communicates meaning. 
FOP example, evergiane implicftly 
knows t h a t  s t o r k s  timat s ta r t  above 
t h e  fold are  more important  than john Sedy B33raw~ i: 
stor ies  tirat s ta r t  beiow r h e  Poid, P a d  D u g ~ d  
The stor ies  t h a t  jump t o  t h e  back 
t h e  book is dead, w3y are peepie 6 page are  actuelky more important  
*. . 
buying more books than ever? than t h e  s tor ies  timat jump t o  t h e  
middie. Good edi tors  do an exrerlent j ab  of put t ing 
We're also kind 04 struck by t h e  fact  t h a t  many of t h e  o n e  s tory next t o  another  s tory t h a t  you are  Likely t o  
digerati  claim t h a t  large companies a re  dinosaurs, and b e  interested In, even if you don't know t k e t  you are 
yet, you can hardly pick ug a rpewspaper today wftheuk anterested fr; it. 
reading about  some new m e g a m e r g e r  tRetps going on, 
50 ~ l e w  you jump ahead anr; think about t h e  fnterest 
So we seem t o  Eve in an era  of broken promises, The today in c r ~ a t h g  newspapers ta3lored t o  fndividuals, be 
job of Xemx PARC has been t o  design technobogy t h a t  i t  in paper or digital form. Either wayr .jt i s  using rlfgftaf. 
f i t s  people, no t  t o  design technology t h a t  people technoiogy t o  tailcar t h e  newspaper just t o  your personal 
have t o  f i t  to, So, fo r  t h e  last  t e n  years o r  so, we have 
shif ted our  own focus from indl"vidual end personal 
computing t o  t h e  carnmursity, communities of prac- 
tice, and what  you might  cabi "socia[ computing." Thjs 
emphasis  gfves us  a new s e t  of eyeglasses Pc s t e p  
back and Iook a t  some of t h e s e  broken promises, 
78: In the beginning of the book, you write, "attend- 
ing too closely to information overlooks the social 
eoatext rhat helps people understand what rhat 
tnterest, under t h e  guise of e f f f d e ~ r q .  But is t h k  reaKy 
effiPident? This i s  a big question mark we started th%nk- 
r'ng about. 
I s  a newspaper that  has been ta4Lored t o  t h e  individuai 
any longer "a neanpaper?" After aiI, pEevivspapea create 
or make news; everybsdy in t h e  commmity sees  t h e  
same headifnes, so  i t  mreztes a c0mm071 expe6ence tha t  
fosters and focuses ccrsvenatfons everywhere you go in 
'she communr"ty err P k  organization. 
So while the newspaper may he thought  of a s  only 
delivering information, i t  i s  really acting a s  a kind of 
social gtue t h a t  pulls together  and maintains commu- 
nities. Within those communities, what t h e  newspaper 
says helps to  make meaning, not just  by what it says, 
but  aBso around t h e  conversations t h a t  i t  fosters. It 4s 
not  only t h e  physical context of where a story lies i n  
t h e  newspaper, but  aka t h e  social context t h a t  gets  
created a s  well. 
A related point t h a t  may resonate with your readers is 
recognizing how much you can tel l  about  a book by i t s  
cover, In fact, different book genres a re  rendered dif- 
ferentty in  terms of type font, a r t  design, bindings, and 
so  on and s o  t h e  iayout and t h e  design of t h e  book, a s  
a n  artifact, t e i h  you al l  kinds of things about  how t o  
read t h e  content  of t h e  book. Aiso, where a boak is 
placed on t h e  bookshelf tells you even more about  3. 
So, basicaliy, there's t h e  broader context  of a 
book-not t h e  content  or t h e  text-but t h e  book's 
packaging, design, and where i t  ftj placed in t h e  
libraries or t h e  bookstores. When you expand these  Lay- 
ers one af ter  another, you realize t h a t  every a r t i f a d  is  
s i tuated 5n jts own unique context, context t h a t  pro- 
vides a powerbbll too! for  those of us  who navigaxe 
through t h e  wortd t o  find it. 
from t h e  "old economy" t o  t h e  "new economy." Disin- 
termediation itself does not  t ake  o u t  all  of t h e  inter- 
mediaries, but rather i t  transforms t h e  roles of these  
"middle folks." 
A topic of great  interest  t o  both Paul and myself i s  t h e  
roie of editing in what we might describe a s  "the econ- 
omy of attention," since human at tent ion i s  an 
increasingly rare commodity~ I constantly go t o  th i s  
small, beautifally designed bookstore in  my neighbor- 
hood where t h e  owner is brilkiant a t  editing t h e  selec- 
tion of books. The smalber t h e  bookstore, t h e  more 
editing t h a t  i s  going on. Indeed, we are  moving in to  an 
economy in which two skillsCnavigating and s d e c t -  
ingCwill be  criticalty important. 
We aBso wili need people with t h e  ability t o  select what 
articles actuatiy carry t h e  relevant information t h a t  
builds on previous ideas in ways t h a t  d i e n t s  or cus- 
tomers really care about. 
In Pa10 Atto, there is a huge mass-market bookstore 
and there is a tiny litt le bookstore about  two doors 
down. The popularity of t h e  tiny bookstore has sky- 
rocketed since t h e  large bookstore moved in because I 
think people began t o  appreciate t h a t  i n  th i s  li t t le 
bookstore there was just  tremendous understanding of 
I n  t h i s  e c a n a m y ,  w e  wiBL n e e d  p e o p l e  w i t h  t h e  a b i l i t y  % a  
n a v i g a t e  t h r o u g h  t h e  v a s t  k f o a r n a t i a n a l  s p a c e s ,  t o  B i n d  
t h o s e  b e a u t i f u l  n e e d i e s  { n  
10: One of the issues you and Paul examine in The Social 
LijG of'In$~matim is the notion of "disintermediatIonnnn 
Can ycu share your perspecEve of disintermediation, 
particulariy as it pertains to libraries and librarians? 
JOB: Fiirst of all, I: think associated with "disinterme- 
diation" goes along t h e  concept of "reintermedia- 
tion." There i s  a shif t  i n  t h e  types of intermediaries 
g i g a n t i c ,  messy  h a y s t a c k s ,  
t h e  books, there was brilliance i n  t h e  selection and t h e  
editing of t h e  books. 
1 think t h a t  we are seeing reintermediation happening in 
terms of t h e  concepts of editing, selection and naviga- 
tion. The navigator through information who then 
selects t h e  information t o  be gubiiciy rendered, I think, 
I s  a role t h a t  i s  going t o  increase, and so  i t  i s  a slight 
shift  of t h e  old intermediary form 4nto a brand new form. 
So we don" beelieve in  disintermediation, per se. We 
actualty beiieve i t  is going t o  i m d  t o  a new kind of inter- 10: Ia The Social Lz?, ~7ou wrote about three important 
mediary" and t h a t  i s  where we must focus if we want t o  differences between knowledge and information, @an 
ride t h e  wave of t h e  old economy t o  a new economy you expiain these differences and ,comment on why 
understandizg the distinction :Setween kacwledge and 
TO: Given what you know abmt 1ISrarians as profes- information Is really f.mpofiant? 
siorrals, do you tkink that their ability to perform 
these rsfes of navigatior: and selection in the way that JSB: Pao6 and I w 5 t e  about  three key d.ifferences 
you describe is going to require tthem to change the between knowtrdge snd inforrnatr'on: 1) t h a t  knok~~ledge 
way they deal with information? c n t a i k  a "knower," -is., $2 i s  persomi, whereas infor- 
mation is treated a s  essentfally independent, 2) 
358: H assume t h e  new nnavigators and seiectors are because klsewiedge i s  persomi, i t  fs harder t a  detach 
going t o  have t o  pick up a whole new class of skilts. For f r ~ m  someone and pass around than informat!:sn and, 
example, in  t h e  old economy., t h e  print material same 3) having knowledge reqbifres undersbndiag on t h e  part 
priman'iy from large-sate  insfittitfons Bike The Wal of k n a v e s  white having information can be separated 
Street Journal or The New Yark Times, Or other  pubtish- from any appreciatfon of i t s  meaning. 
ers, where there were ins t i tu tbna l  warrants behind t h e  
information, But on t h e  web, youEd have t o  be  crazy t o  Speakfng a s  a technotogist, Knowledge i s  something 
betieve 99 percent of what you f k d .  t h a t  we have M e g r a t e d  into our own conceptuat frame- 
work. 50 you cars ask %,&ere i s  the informnsationP but  not  
So t h e  rote of judgment i s  going t o  become even mare "here is t h e  knowledge: 
important, and judgment not just  for Ubrarians, but 
also for t h e  reader. Ht just  may be t h a t  one of t h e  most 18: What is yonr i=s_pression of "knowiedge manage- 
important skilbs for  t h e  kids t h a t  grow up digital t o  menr" as it is comEcsnly practIeed en organizatiozls 
In f 'oumat issw -Is w h a t  Lies i n  r?n;ap:hhws. K n o w & e d g e ,  3:n 
c o n t r a s t ,  4s w h a t  $ 4 ~ 5  3 h ~ e n a m ,  - in  o u r  h e a d s ,  $ 8  o u r  
b o d i ~ 5 ,  m d  w e  U S  $ E  Q U Y  ~ o m m ~ n P & ' i e %  0 f  p m ~ t i m ,  
develop i s  t h e  skill of judgment because a s  you surf t h e  today? I gather iror; what you just said that yiou think 
Internet  and borrow things t o  add t o  your term paperr it's more akin i~ information manage=ent . 
you can't fall  back impiicitbj on t%he instn'tutfonat war- 
rants t h a t  have made t h e  judgments for you in t h e  phys- 3SB: I th ink  a g rez t  d e d  of knowiedge m a n a g e m m t  fs 
ical world, but  rather now you must be prepared t o  classicah. i n f o m a t i o n  management  Eabeled under t h e  
exphicithy make t h e  judgments yourself. This means t h z t  new buzz word cabted "knowledge management," P 
on t h e  web, you h a w  t o  E n d  new ways t o  judge quatity th ink  if you took a t  t h e  concept of knowkedge sharing, 
and you don't have many of t h e  same old cues. No% that's q u i t s  different  because knowledge sbarfng 
Librarians are ski3led in  massing peripheral cues in  order brings i t  back t o  peapie, 
t o  really believe in  what they Rnd. Those skflls are  
going t o  have t o  pick up on new kinds of cues, but while I t  i s  important  $0 note t h z t  a ieey goat of kncawledge 
t h e  cues are going t o  be different, t h e  skill is st%[ going management tss t o  create and disseminate "knowb 
t o  be  there. That's what S expect. edge" t h a t  p e o p k  arc  wiiLfrrg t o  a c t  on. %"bs one"s wiil- 
And so wili your iibrary. and h c t i o n d i ~  IE Online dso heips you increase your 
IE Online'": the wcrld's ieading libra$s reach and visibility. Best of d l ,  your users can 
eiectronic document ordering and easily set up their cwn accounts, and search a wealth of 
alerting service, is fast and easy to full texr articles fro= our ext-emive TOC collections. 
use-and adapts to your woiki-lcw So if you're mired in psper document delivery, or not 
requirements. Its customized roucing tiking fi& advantage of IE Qcline, call us aow. After &, 
options help you maximize y o u  owr, subscriptions md we're expercs at document deiiveiy from the ground up. 
reduce docummt delivery costs at every turn. So you can For a GO-day fiee trial, cocract us zt 1-650-494-8787 or 
provide rhe besr support ro your growing squadron of e-mail us at service@ieoniine.con And be scre ro take a 
end-useis. Since iz's 'sjrvlded with your look, feel, spin on our Web si:e at www.ieonline.con. INFORMAT~ON EXPRESS" 
The Customized Information Solution. 

ingness  t o  beiieve something and t o  a c t  on i t  t h a t  
reafly matters. We all  hoid opinions, bu t  opinions 
aren't knowledge. Knowledge, according t o  ooms 
philosophers, i s  warranted belief. HOW do beliefs g e t  
warranted? What makes them really believable s o  yoil 
are  willing t o  ac t  on them? In my vievrr, something 
believable I's something that's been vet ted by people 
you know o r  know of, The dynamfcs of knowledge in 
communities of practice turn on being able  t o  discuss 
and argue within in  your own physically shared com- 
munity o r  a t  least  where you share a practice. You Look 
a t  t h e  world pretty much t h e  same way, and s o  i t  is 
t h a t  vetting within t h e  community of practice t h a t  not  
only Leads t o  being witting t o  believe th i s  knowtedge, 
bu t  it a h  beads t o  being able  t o  integrate  fragments 
of understanding in to  a conceptual whole. At th i s  
point, we sue off and running with something t h a t  r"s 
vatuable and t h a t  people are  willing t o  ac t  on. 
10: You've just touched on something I wanted to ask 
you about. You are among the leading thinkers in the 
world on "'communities of practice." W-hy do you 
think communities of practice are so important to 
organizations tod2y aand what can information profes- 
sionals do to foster the development of these kinds of 
conmunities within their organizations? 
JSB: To us, t h e  community of practice concept i s  incred- 
ibey important from both t h e  social and epistemological 
perspectives. Contrary t o  t h e  great American spirit  t h a t  
deifies indl'viduabs, most ideas actually emerge ou t  oP 
in  context and augment t h e  current practice where 
appropriate-a form of learning i n  action, 
A professa"onal practice-librarian, doctor, physi- 
clst-probably consists s f  90-percent taci t  knowledge 
and 10-percent explicit knowledge. It  i s  very easy t o  
"Learn aboutff a profession, but  t o  "Learn t o  be" a 
Librarian or  a physicist i s  mostly a process of encui- 
turation. You become encarlturated in to  a community 
of practice, a s  a consequence of mastering t h a t  prac- 
t ice  and a s  being seen  a s  mastering it by t h e  o ther  
members of your particular community of practice. 
You don't enculturate i n t o  t h e  whote world of physics 
o r  libraries, you encul turate  i n t o  a particular comrnu- 
nity of practice, a particular way t o  d o  physics o r  t o  
d o  librarianship. A particular community of practice i s  
const i tuted not  jus t  by t h e  knowledge and practices it 
has evolved, but  a lso by t h e  taste ,  sensibilities and 
point of view it has evolved. And, of course, i t  
involves t h e  slow build u p  of t rus t  among its mem- 
bers. Communities of practice form t h e  knowledge 
fabric of an organization. 
10: I know that the emerging notion of "knowledge 
ecology" in organizations is on@ of cectral research 
themes at Xerox PARC and I am wondering if you 
codd briefly explain the idea. 
JSB: The real key in building a serious knowbedge ecology 
is  striking t h e  right balance between structure and spon- 
taneity. If all you have i s  a set of people who are con- 
u s w i e d g e  m a n a g e m e n t  s h o u t d  b d e a t i n g  p u i m a r i t y  
e n $  t h e  c o w v e r s a f i o n s  t h a t  h a p p e n  e t w e e m  p e o p l e .  
t h e  context of a community of practice working on stantty engaged in isnprovisatimal '"knowledge jazz," if 
something real wherever t h e  rubber hits t h e  road. The you wish, what makes you think t h e  whole is  greater than 
community i s  able  to improvise around barriers or the  sum of its parts? What makes you think you can scale 
breakdowns and fmm these  improvisations emerge new from five or  ten people t o  five or ten thousand people? 
ideas. And because these  improvisations stemmed from Why isn't everybody a t  cross-purposes with each other? 
a shared practicer they can be evaluated while situated 
june 2060 
You need something t o  orient t h e  Weerent communities 
of pn&ce so  tha t  they end up connecting together t o  cre- 
a t e  t h e  vaBue chain of an organinatkn, and s o  what we are 
Looking a t  i s  t h e  ro6e of processes tha t  actually honor how 
communities of practke creatively share what they know 
and also find ways t o  foster negothtfon between cornmu- 
nsit-ies of practice when taking an invention from one 
group t o  an innova6ian, samething which requires coordi- 
n a t h  wfth t h e  other parts of t h e  organization. 
We are t y i n g  t o  find ways foster knowledge sharing 
within this  ecology without kiliing it. If you put  in  too 
much process, you can k%L it. If you have too  Iittle 
process, you g e t  chaos. The question i s  how do we ge t  
elegantty minimal processes t o  create a structure t h a t  
actually fosters creativity and ddisseminatim of t h a t  tre- 
ativitqr, so  we can move aap%ly from itwention t o  isno- 
vation, Le., t o  move from t h e  idea itseif t o  how it i s  
implemented, Tha's effort often requires c~ord ina t ing  
the original invention with a& kinds of other  comple- 
every th ree  or  four  years, you are  willr'ng t o  cha lknge  
your background a s s w p t i o n s  and you a re  ~Prikiing t o  
t ry new ways t o  Look a t  "she world and a d  i n  it. bat's 
t a k e  t h a t  a s  a given. 
The question i s  if you are engaged fn Ir'fe8oprg hearning, 
hew do you deflns  "working" and "Learningfr a s  two 
sides of t h e  same cofnWou want t o  learn something a t  
t h e  moment you need it, when you s ta r t  t o  experience 
an obstacle in  what you are  t y i n g  t o  get done, What you 
are  %rying t o  g e t  dones in  turn, creates t h e  eontext for 
what you want t o  know You want t o  go ou t  and find t h e  
information t h a t  becomes immediately integrated W o  
t h e  framework of what you need t o  know in order t o  
solve t h e  probbem a t  hand, t h e  actfon t h a t  fs stat%& 
until  you can figure ou t  what t o  doo. 
We ~ e e d  t o  find a way t o  shout-circudt thjs  fdea of just  
receiving informat5aanP and then a year Later trying t o  
apply it. When you are  stuck or facing a problem, you 
We a r e  t r y i n g  t a  f i n d  w a y s  f a s s e r  k ~ o w t e d q e  z h a r f n g  w ? t & l n  
i s  e c o l a g y  withau-i: k i t l f n g  i t ,  %I y o u  p u t  ies t o a  nu& pmress ,  
y o u  c a n  k iEi  + t o  I f  y o u  h a v e  t o o  l.iit$le process, y m  g e t  ghaas, 
mentary inventions, since almost no major invention 
can make i t  ail  t h e  way i n  t h e  market by itself. I t  aiways 
has t o  be  complemented by others. 
18: In the book, you say that we continue to view 
learning today as just absorbing information. How 
do we begin to change this way of thinking about 
learning when most of us have Seen educated frow 
this perspective throughout our lives? Where do you 
think we begin? 
JSB: Well, I th ink  it actualiy comes n'ght hack t o  t h e  
essence s f  what  your magazfne is about  because I 
think we are moving more and more in to  what you may 
call "@st-in-time" learning. Letts admi t  up front  t h a t  
t h e  key t o  surviving in t h e  New Economy i s  Efelong 
Learning, where you a re  willing t o  pick up new skflls 
know why you need t o  know something, and you know 
Row to judge if you are going t o  be a h  t o  use some 
piece of information. You find t h e  infermatkm, and you 
jntegrate i t  in to  a c t h n ,  thereby se*:ng t h e  s tage t o  
transform i t  fnto IBnowIedqe for y o ~ r s e t f ~  You need t o  be 
able t o  integrate i t  into your current frame of actSon. 
lust-fn-time learning is going t o  be  irscreasingLy impor- 
t a n t  and i s  going t o  mean we have ts E n d  ways t o  get 
t o  ge t  peopie t h e  information they need, in  t h e  form 
t h a t  they need it, and a s  rapidiy a s  possible. 
10: One of the ideas you discuss in t$e 5ook is tke 
e w r h p  and the possible tensloz :hat exists between 
resources and constrzints. :z ycur view how can 
likaries as we understand rhea  today balance this 
tension between resources and constrainrs? 
n e r a c .  c o m / s I a 2  
JSB: Earliert I spoke of a small bookstore for  which t h e  
constraint of space becomes a resource, The owner of 
t h a t  bookstore has t o  be  a b k  t o  d o  serious selectr'on 
and editing, and then  tay o u t  t h e  seiections, s o  t h a t  a s  
you walk in, you g e t  a compbete sense  of what is new 
and what shoutd you pay at tent ion to. This is not  t h e  
kind of prolalem t h a t  t h e  mass-market s tores  Rave, but  
t h i s  i s  t h e  kind of probiem t h a t  t h e  guy two doors 
down does, and ye t  he succeeds brlitSantiy because of 
his skihl, his abitity t o  actually transform th i s  con- 
s t raint  i n t o  a resource. I think th i s  i s  a wonderfut chal- 
lenge for  a l l  of us, and special Librarfans, 1% sure, 
have a simitar type of challenge with thefr coiiections. 
Space is limited, resources are Limited, and money i s  
limited, T&% a major see of constraints. The ques"son 
t o  ask yourself is, "How d o  1 transform th i s  s e t  of con- 
s t raints  i n t o  a r e s a ~ i c e ? ~  
10: You've touched on this point already, bnt I was 
struck by a particular phrase and I'd like you to com- 
ment on it. You wrote, "it is becoxing increasingly 
clear that libraries are less collections rhan usehl 
integrated enough fragments of knowledge in to  s o v e -  
thing t k a t  provides t h e  root fo r  making t h e  selections, 
and knowing how ea render t h a t  selection i n  i t s  mosr 
meaningful way. 
10: f70u have tailed a little $it about Xerox PARC, 
which enjoys such a wonderi'zi reputatios in 'the busi- 
ness and tecSnoiogy comXunities. W k t  is it rhar 
makes Xerox P A X  so special? 
2%: I: think it goes back taking thfs notiat? of 
"knowiedge ecology" very seriausly. We fos te r  a 
tremendously dlverse s e t  of activitks, i~ terms of dis- 
cfpiines. We do cverytkierg from atoms t o  cuitbare. %Ye 
haw diversity in  terms of rnethodolagies, Bn terms of 
t h e  twenty-seven different rouwtr?es from vs%ch cur  
people come, and i n  terms of rzce and gender, I t  3s jsist 
a very r k k  ecology% 
We have a ornail s e t  sf research themes t h a t  cross cu t  all  
of OUT labor&~=ks, creating an intelkectual sttuctare for 
pulBing researchers together. We a h  e n c s u r q e  our 
Long iearning. wher r  you are wflliny ta pick u p  rrew skiils every three G r  
selections that gain their usefulness as much 5y what 
tbey exclude as what they hold." I read that and: i 
thought it sounded very E:~ch like the definition of a 
special library. What do you rlrkk? 
JSB: I th ink  a s  we move forward, t h e  r o k  of t h e  librar- 
ian 1s going t o  have t o  be  re-thought, and I think i t  
can be  re-thought i n  a way t h a t  t h e  Librarian-speeiaI 
co8lection or otherwise-takes on  a more central role 
a s  a "knowledge intermediary," by working t o  create 
knowledge in t h e  right form, a t  t h e  right time, fo r  t h e  
right purpose, and by etiminating what is go t  critical. 
W knowledge intermediary {s isiso t h e  one  who has 
research teams t o  go t o  t h e  root s f  a reat wor8d probiem 
which, on t h e  one hand will D M L B  them out  af any one 
diseigEnary methodology, and OR Lke other  Piand with 
ofte?? iead t o  making fsndarnentd discoveries. 
We also have t h e  b x u w  of being sm3LL My budget i s  
one-tt9ird of one percent of t h e  revenue of t h e  corpora- 
tion, whish i s  srnalb enough for us  t o  fty under t h e  radar 
screen and thus  not requfFing too  much " a d ~ l Y  s6ipe~- 
vision, F o r t ~ n a t e i y ~  there are other  research centers i n  
Xerox t k a t  do t h e  more i n c r e m e ~ t a l  R8B. Our job i s  t a  
h$C$w8a'lia~ is a crucial corporate asset. At Inmagic, 
(PC., we give 3/01; t:T;e took you need to get the most o ~ t  
of your informtion. 
We are a gisbat leader i n  p rov i d i ~g  information 
management and iibrary automation soiutions. /ad 
ob;r Web pubiishing technology helps information 
professionats effectively manage and disseminate 
diverse types sf data - text, multimedia and images - 
via the Web and corporate intranets. inpnagic offers 
a broad array of products, from out-of-the-box informa- 
tior: management sotutions to a fuily integrated iibrary 
system. Our software is used by more than haif of the 
Fortune 500 and in over so countries because i t  is 
robust, flexible, easy to imptement, and easy to use. 
inmagic has what yo2 need to make your 
information work for you. 
For more information visit us at w~~~lnrnagic.com 
- 
or call 800-229-8398 ext. 257 Emp~wering Infsraatfoo Leaders 
hft t h e  home runs, and t h a t  means t h a t  an awful Lot of 
thes ,  we swa'ng a t  t h e  bat  and we miso. While we don't 
publkize our faflures on t h e  outside, on t h e  inside our 
failures are celebrated a s  much a s  t h e  successes. We 
beam from faibure a s  muck a s  fram success. 
10: To help m r  readers get to know yon a liftie bet- 
ter on a personai Ievel, I'd like to ask about your 
favorite sound. 
3%: ActuaLly, it's t h e  sound of my motorsycle. I'm a 
BWW motorcycltst, not a Harlegr. I go for more subt le  
sounds, I did a 7,500-mile M p  just  recently a n  my 
motorcycle on just  t h e  back roads of America, I asked 
whether is .it possible t o  d e w  from Connec tk i t  t o  San 
Francisco on onty scenic back roads, where scenic is 
have t o  pay more attention t o  t h e  fact that, especially in 
America, there is a great deal more ts tife than indi\pid- 
M I ~ S  and information, and t h a t  considerable meaning 
comes from t h e  context-be it phy&cal or social. 
Our abflEy t o  honor conteA wwf enable us  t o  create a 
tecknologicai fbcture %ha% is going t o  be much more 
exciting than t h e  kind of future for  which we are  cur- 
wntby headed. Information technology has enabled 
many n e e  things t o  happen, but it hasn't necesssrity 
enrriehed our Lives t h a t  much. It's enrkhed  our pocket- 
books and our waBfets, but not  our lives, 
So I think we're a t  an h f l e c t k m  point, and we do have 
a great opportunityi if we can bdng  th i s  notion of Look- 
ing a t  communities, context, and romnunication more 
defined by what Wand McNably calls "scenic." And t h e  
answer i s  t h a t  ou t  of t h e  ?',5ba0 miles traveled, 7,000 
were on scenic back roads. I t  was k: wonderfui, a m a z k g  
t s p .  BPsu ge t  t o  s e e  a different side of Amerfca. 
10: Are there any final ideas or thoughrs that ycu 
would like the information professionals who are 
reading this interview- to take away wixh them? 
3% E think one idea is t o  be  open t o  t h e  noeon  t h a t  a 
new form of Literacy may a&ualLy be emerging, a kitera- 
q of in fs rmatkna l  navigathn tha t  may become an 
incredibly important form of Uteraey for  our Mds t o  
acquire. Second, we must be carefut not t o  ge t  caught up 
in just tMnMng about  ind8"rsr"duals and informath?, but 
to realize t h a t  almost everything tha t  we d o  has t a  d o  
W.h context, t h e  reading of context and t h e  Leveraging 
of context in  communicatisn. 3: realty belteve t h a t  we all  
t o  t h e  forefront. I f  so, we% aactaratly have a chance %a 
create a culture of learning fn our ccuntpy, s culture t h a t  
turns in part s n  v k h g  if bra^% as more than just  
access t o  i n f o r m a t h ,  but a s  plaeorms for  understand- 
ing and meaning. 
ib ! e m  mor2 about The Soda; Ufe of Info%?atk~, i/isit the book's we5 
site at wwiu.s!ofi.com. 
iet  us know h i t  you think! E-mail your rearticns to thir inter&# tc  
leorn:ng@sb.org. We can't ;riait to hearjrom you! 
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States Begin ta Adopt 
UCXTA - Model Legislation 
for Licensing 
The state of Virginia recentiy became 
the first state to adopr UGITA, the 'Jni- 
form Computer Information Transac- 
rions Ac?, the licensing law opposed by 
SW, other l ibmy organizations, and 
various other groups and businesses 
who find the law overreaching and dis- 
advantageous to consumers. 
In the December I?%, Copyright Corner 
column, Sally Wiant reviewed the history 
of UCITA and the controversy surrcund- 
k g  it.' Since Ciat time a number of staies 
have considered UCITA legislation, 
theugh the results are not the uniform 
result iritended for model legislation. 
Virginia pursued adoption of the Act 
soon after the National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform Laws voted 
to release the controversial draft for con- 
sideration by the states in late July of 
1999. Although the Virginia UCITA bill 
was signed !=to law on March 15, 2000, 
the pwvisicns of the iaw Ieft room for 
some ~cdifications before it would 
become effective, The effective date of 
the legislation was postponed until July 
1, 200'1, and the Joint Commission on 
Tecknclcgy and Sciecce was required to 
appoint an advlsory committee to review 
the iegislation an6 prepare a report ':hat 
might include proposed aaendments by 
December 1. 20CO. 
While Virgiria xtay be the first state to 
pass UCITA, Maryablmd has claimed the 
front place as the first state in which 
UCEA will take effect. On April 10, 2000, 
both houses in Maryland passed UGRA 
bills and managed to work ost the differ- 
ences in their versions. Significantly, 
however, tibe iegslaticn was passed wit3 
amendments. The corference committee 
working out the differences between 
house and senate versions decided that 3 
state judge would detennlne which state's 
law would control is the event of a ~ y  dis- 
agreements aboct the iicense. Somewhat 
like Virginia's provisicns for an advisory 
committee report, Maryland's Iaw 
retained senate language that creates a 
iegislative oversight com~ission tc study 
the act mco~mend revisicns. 
Bklal'loma may soon follow the Lad of 
Viginia and Maryiand. In March of 2000, 
the Oklaho~a  senate passed an amended 
versior, of ti?e *miform law and forward- 
ed to the house where it was reported out 
favorably with amendments by the 
House committee. 
UCITA legislation has been introduced in 
other states as 7~elI. Delaware, Hawaii, 
Illinois, Iowa, and Maine have seen some 
introduction of iegislation to adopt this 
uniform Iaw. Opposition in same of these 
staies has dampened enthusiasm for 
enachent. Maine's Legislative Cwmsel 
has rejected their bill, and Illinois has 
bbied the Iegisiakon. Hawaii and Iowa 
have considered the legislation but have 
not moved zheac on it. 
SEA has joined ethers to f o m  a codition 
called 4CITE (For A Competitive Infoma- 
tion and Techology 5conomy>. While 
libraries have accepted licenses as a part 
of acqziring access to electronic products, 
the terns of those licenses and the iaw 
susrounOing Close contracts could make 
the acquisi'ion and maintenace of elec- 
t r~n ic  products quire a burden. Criticism 
of UCITA has inciuded its expa~sion cf 
producers' right5 at the zxpense of con- 
suxers' righrs. 
Orie problm Kirarians have with UCRA is 
that it validates "shrink-wrap" or s i c k - o ~  
Ecenses &at give tifie purchaser no room to 
negotiate. terns of the contract in such 
situations are no: available for review uni2 
after purchase. If the library- Ends Zine terms 
unacceptabable because, for exa~ple, they 
do no:, allow for %teiLibra,i 10% of a por- 
tion of kAcmation from the product or 
they n a m  a distant state as the controlling 
Iaw for the ccnkact, t i e  library's only 
option is to ret-ca the product for a r e f i d .  
Presumably, the Ebrkuy is pays fcr shipping 
charges both ways. 
Another crjitcism of UCITA is that it 
allows contracts to prohibit transfer of 
software from one parchaser to mother, 
even k the course of a merger or acquisi- 
tion. If a law firm Tibrary acquired an elec- 
tronic produb under UCUA, and the firm 
were to split or rename itself, these non- 
transferability terms could prevent further 
use of the product since the entity to 
which it was Iicensed no longer exists. 
This provisi~n underscores the divergence 
of licensing from C C ~ ~ @ S  models of bd- 
axing dne lights of creators m d  users. 
Under cop*@, the first sale doctrine, 
codified at 17 U.S.C. '§Im, allows a pm- 
chaser to lend, resell or give away he: 
copy of copyighled material. Licensing 
destroys this right by denyhg ownership 
of the copy to the purchaser, offerhg o d y  
the purchase of cerkin described uses. 
Non-tramferability dames reveal the con- 
trast between the federai copyri:ght node1 
and the UCFA Ilicensirng modei. 
Other ccncems inchde Cle allowance of 
remote disabling of software on the pur- 
chaser's own computer in the case of a 
disagreement and the bread definition of 
Lu'onxtion and scope of UCITA. ?,&?note 
disabling, termed "self-kel?:" is cri?icized 
as giving the producer too much controi 
before a ciisagreemenr. has Seen resolved 
in a !egd fomm. The broad deficition of 
infoxiation zem.s that z a t e ~ d  iegaLly 
avdabie as government docments or 
pubhc domain may soon become 
restsicled simply k c m s e  it is offered as a 
computer file. 
Many of the supporters of UGiTA sofr- 
ware producers, businesses and com- 
puter-related cozpaaies such as 
Microsoft and America Online whc seek 
uciform !icensing laws that favor mass- 
market distribution of electronic infer- 
nation. There are also powerful oppo- 
nents that. criticize 3CXA through 
KITE such as include Irbrary associz- 
tions, businesses and other organiza- 
tions. Businesses that have sigaed on 
include Gatemiliar Ice., Circuit City 
Stores Inc., John Hanccck Mutual Life 
Insurance Conpany. McLane Company 
Inc., Pmdentiai Insurance Company of 
America, Reynolds Metal Cornoration, 
Principal 3irnancial Group, and Wai- 
greens. A number of orgcizations of 
computer professionals ilave also joined 
forces with 4CITE s ~ c h  as the American 
Comaittee for Icteroperable Sysiem, 
the Computer & CoEmunications 
Industry Association, Compater Prrfes- 
sionais for Social Responsibilityz Digital 
FuP~re Coalition, the Eiectrmic Frontier 
Foundation, the International Gommu- 
nications Association, and :he Socie~y 
fcr InformaBion Macagemen:. Others 
objecting to UCITA through 4CITZ are 
the Conference on College Gonpositioc 
and Communication, Infoworld, the 
National Consnmer Law Cecter, and the 
National Bummities AlIiance. 
To librarians at the thousan 
eom~anies now using Lotus PJotes8,. , 
The only library system that rsns en Lotus Notes 
a d  offers: 
A Online Catalog, Circuiaticn 
* . ,  
A >erlalsg Routing 
Research Management 
239.50 client 
GioSaI access on all desktops, 
using Notes and web browsers 
... 
,Make ycur ilorary a part ef p o x  cornpafig's information 
infrastructure wlth NOTEbookS. 
Bistrib~tors worldwide, 
For more k f o r m a t h  s r  to arrange a, contact: 
Robert A. Schiess & CD., Inc. 
978 / 443 4 9 9 6  
Saies@RASCCl.COM 
To Learn more aboiit §LA'§ 4CEE effo% to pre- 
vent arioptien of UCIW see http://wvsd.4d:e.org. 
The ofidak NCCUSb archive ~ < t h  the istllZ I24 
page UCITA text is ava:iabie at http: / j  
v ~ v ~ ~ . ~ a v ~ ~ s r p e n n . e d ~ / b t i / ~ I ~ ~ i ( i e ~ * r a m e . h t ~ ~  
Carol Kxz, an aeorney in Caiifornia, maintains 
a web page on UCITA kcki;-;lng Snks ro state 
bills at hftp;//www.:citaanline.com/. 
1. Sarah K. %ant, UCZTA Passes-Madel Legisla- 
'dcn cn ;is 'Bay to  the State@ Informath Biit- 
lock, December 1399, pp 44, 46. 
by Anne #iefn?eiter, Assistaxt Director far 
Research, Pns;tru&o? and Ascers a ~ d  Associate 
Ciinicai Professor of Law, University of XaCh 
Caraiina-Chapei 5iiU. She m y  be reached d8t 
kt<nePei@emaiZ.~tnc.ebu. 
We're just about half-way there. 
When you choose journals from the American Chemical Society, yorz're 
choosing the highest value and quality for your chefnistry coliections. 
Repeatedly ranked in the top rated journals for total citations 2nd 
impact factors by the ISI@ Journal of Citation Reportso, ACS journals 
deliver the information that your clients demand. 
Whether you require traditional print or up-t~-the-~in;lte desktop 
delivery via the Internet, ACS journals can meet your research 
needs and exceed your expectations. Order today 
"Based on the iSIg JCRg 1998 Science Ed. for ihe "Chemistry" sxbject category 
PUBLICATIONS 
ality. High ImpaeL 
h ttp://pubs. acs. org 
olicy Issues 
PDHTOS-IN-CHIEF: 
Thomas M. Murray, The Hnsfizgs Czntev, Ga~~ i sun ,  New Yovk 
Maxwell J. Mehlman, Case Western Reseme Law School, Cleuelmd, Ohio 
iLr azCioritative compmdirm of regulatcry, policy, 3rd etbisai 
issues in biotecbxclogy, <his Encyclopedia gges dght tn +'e heart of 
what maqy scientists, academics, legai co~.suitmts, m d  government 
agencies are gragAing with 5?ese days. It s3ers comprehensive 
coverage of both &e techmical details e . d  the regulatory md policy 
aspects of IzigbJy rekvant topics, hir.cdhg hm:m szbjecis research, 
. . gene therapy, cioriqg, the G e ~ o n e  Prcject, a x z a i  anci medical 
biotechnology, md disabilities. 
Two-Volzame Set B3 Approx. 1,000 pp. %3 C'-471-19612-5 E September 2001 
$595.00 through September 30,20oQ; $695.00 thereafter 
Contact your i xa l  vendor 
yvww. infotr ieve.com 
fel: 800.422.4633 Fax: 310.208.5971 
Catidsginzng Rcsssarces 
In my roie as staff liaison to the Commit- 
tee on Ca~doging, I was pleased to help 
in adding the following new resource to 
S W s  web sire, namely, "Reference 
feesouxes for Special Libraries" 
h~://www.sla,org/commi~ee/caialogI/ 
index.I.,td This has some useful web 
links to general tools and references on 
cataloging and metzdaia, as well as the 
more technical resources on current 
develop~ents on cataloging. E ~ r a e y  of 
Congress Chssification Outline, at h q : / /  
ic~veb.loc.gov/cat~r/cpso/lcco/Icco.htl 
is a grear sire for answering those basic 
questions about LC Classification. 
Consultation Service 
Libraries and the library profession have 
chacged a great deai since the Consulta- 
tion Service was set up in 1956. Man- 
ning libraries is now a Mi-time occupa- 
tion, and the job of a professional library 
consulla~t. Today the purpose of §La's 
free consul'ation service is to provide 
management with strategic guidance 
on whether to establish a special 
Iibrary/informatian center, whether to 
abandon an existing one or whether to 
change an existing one. The consulta- 
tion focuses on the strategic issues 
necessary for operating a library. We 
hear and discuss bath problems and 
solutions. In most cases, we set the srage 
for step two-hiring the professional 
conwltanl. CONSULT Online, http:// 
www.sla.org/consclt/index.html, was 
set up for this purpose; to promote §LA 
member consilitants as the natural 
choice for the consuitancy work. 
For those not f d i a r  with CONSULT 
Odine, a semh on the database is free arid 
is available to members and nonmembers 
interested in locating a consultant who 
may assist, on a noma2 co~~~aeercid basis, 
wit!! areas Lbrary management and ser- 
vkes by subject specialty. There are over 
one-hw.dred search criteria to help fisd the 
most suitable ccnsrrltat. CONSW Oniine 
members may check their profiles by using 
Update or Submit a Profile to CONSULT 
Online on the introducto~] page at 
httI,://www.issinet.corn/sla/consult/. 
EIPs Added 
Three more Electrogc icaformation Packeis 
&IPS) have recently beer;, added to SLA's 
web resources. R1& information a d i t  is 
popular again after a number of years. 
See http://www.~ia.~rg/member~hip/irc/ 
auriit.htrn1 for  ore irformation. In my 
view, the infomation audit is going to 
increase in popciarity as more and more 
money is spent on expensive information 
reteeving software. Senior management is 
gokg to want to see what hey  have gained 
for their considersble investment. Its name 
will probabiy chznge as there is a negative 
comotation h the word audit, but the con- 
cept w21 be the Qne. 
Library Instruction and End-User Train- 
ing, see http://www.sla.org/member- 
ship/ irc/enduser.html, is becoming an 
important part of the information pro- 
fessionai's new job description, and 
wili become increasingly more so as we 
del~elop the skills of providing value- 
added information, leaving the more 
basic research to the end-user. 
The new Internet design EIP on Design- 
ing and Developing Library Web Pages 
needs no introduction to today's infor- 
nation professional. For infomation on 
this topic, see hQ://www.sla.org/mem- 
bership/irc/intdsign.htmI. The monthly 
additions to the EIPs are iisted on the 
web site under EIP Updates a? 
http://www.sla.crg/membership/irc/. 
KM: Par Wkom the BeR %Us 
brry Pnsak in his keynote address at 
%A's 1999 coderence referred Po the fact 
that U.S. indasm had recently spezt near- 
ly $10 billion on new iaformation sys- 
tems. I suspect that a signZcmt amount 
of this has been spent on new "Knowl- 
edge ManagemenY system. Not only has 
5iis become one of the hdustry's new 
buzz words, but the software industry has 
jumped on t i e  bandwagon and created 
new software or rehashed a lot of their old 
software to be the panacea for managing 
your organization's knowledge. There is 
no doubt that technolog] has BciEtated 
the retrievd and dissemination of infor- 
mation, documents, and records around 
an organization, but that does not create a 
knowledge management system. Organi- 
zations are discovering, at their cost, that 
howledge management is about people, 
company cdtures, a d  the wilhgness to 
commu~cate, not just expensive soft- 
ware. I fear m ~ s t  organizations Elat have 
just wasted a king's ransoa on new infor- 
mation software are urAkeIy to be keen to 
tell the public or their stockhoiders. %is 
gets back to my earlier coment about 
tlbe new wave of information audits %hat I 
envisage. At some stage management is 
going to ask for investgations into their 
investment into irfornation by instigat- 
ing information audits, or whatever you 
call it. We shall see! 
For mow fnformation, 
contact John Latham 
Oohn@sia.org) 
Finaify. A Aeslaop book ordering service tailored far %he corporate end user7 from a company 
with m o w  than 50 years s f  experience in the  information industrys EBSCO Book Services offers 
an easy-to-use in$erface for ordering half a million book tities. Rexihie payment optiovs aliow 
employees to use persona: credit s r  corpsra te  purchasing cards o r  a purchase order Invoicing 
can be coded by cost cet?cber to help you efficiedy ";rack expenses. And your entire transaction, 
from order  ro payment, is handled by EBSCB. EBSCB Book Services makes book purchasing easy 
BOOK SERVI 
-- 
A p o n  of the EBSCD Info, mo+zon Se/v~crs group 
The internet has a way of condensing 
time almrst unlike any invention we have 
created to date. To illustrate the point, 
look at the evohtion of the scholarly lour- 
nai. It took approximateiy two hundred 
years from the icvention of print until the 
fiwt scholarly journals appeared in Lon- 
don and Paris in 1665. Now, a scan? few 
decades since the concept of the electron- 
ic journal was developed, ejournals are ; 
growing a ~ d  expected componerit cf the 
scholarly communication model. 
So muc:? quicker h a n  they appeared; 
electronic journals are becoming more 
robust ic their offerings of value-added 
features. The addition of icteractive 
content like SD models, video and audio 
files are jest now beginning to meet the 
promise that eiectronic publishing holds 
for the scholarly community. Perhaps 
one of Lie more important develop- 
r~ernts in the burgeoning ejournal space 
is the emergence of stable linking from 
~ferences,  to indexing and abstracting 
databases, and directly to articles them- 
selves. Links are so ubiqrritous on the 
Internet that we often overlook their 
navigational importance and the archi- 
techre t5at allows a s  to use them. In 
the formative days of the Internet, 
objects were often identified with URL's 
like http://myv~ebsite/filename.df. 
Many items am still identified in this 
way. This method does little to make 
the web a more stable medium for pnb- 
Iishing. It dces, however, increase the 
concerns of m a y  :hat use the web and 
have vested interests in seeing it devel- 
op in a durable :Eanner. 
A recent NISO Linking Workshop out- 
lined the breadth oi linking issues when 
it noted that: 
" . . . schoiars ar:d researchers, expect 
seamless access to network-accessible 
materials; authol-s and publishers want 
wide awareness of and use of their intel- 
lectual property; repositories and ven- 
dors require mechanisms to facilitate 
Iinking access both into and out of their 
systems, and libraries must provide and 
manage a wide range of search tools and 
information sources containing links 
and serve those who use them1" 
With easy and stable access 'to conten; 
being snch an isportant factor in the 
web, it is important to understand a bit 
about links themselves. What is it ?hat 
constitutes stable links and why is it that 
some links are pctentially unstable? This 
is actually a complex issue that includes 
boCi identifying and locating the item. 
To start, let's deconstruct an unstable 
linking structure. These links often 
use a structure liiite http://mywebsite/ 
filename,pdf. URLs like these are prone 
to change as their location moves from 
one machine to another over h e .  More 
Clan likely, these links are fully fmc- 
?ional when the an~hor creates the work 
but in the iong haul, become trouble- 
some. For instance, it is common for a 
publisher to create an online article or 
baak With hyyerlink pointers to sup2ort- 
ing web resources. It is also just as com- 
mon for at kast a handful of these links 
to be inoperative as the article or book 
goes to press. Other links will be prob- 
lematic soon after the work is in circula- 
tion. In ali probability, neither the arrthor 
nor the publisher will h o w  of these bro- 
ken links uc51 users report them. 
Many authors and publishers don't cur- 
rently give ecough foretitought to the 
creation of stable linking structures, As 
illnstrated above, rhis inevitably leads to 
the fragmentation of web-hased litera- 
ture and the inabiiity to locate items 
over h e .  Once an article is published 
on the web, its URL should never 
change. Unfortcnately, and ail too often, 
they do change. Some p~blishers think 
far enough into the maze to notify link- 
ing partners of widespread link changes 
minimizing the pain but cot eliminating 
the problem. OGlen fail to make these 
notifications and broken links go unno- 
ticed uctil a msearcher needing the 
information stumbles into a dead-end. 
In the pursui? of stable links, considera- 
tion should be given to many decisions 
that, unfortunately, are sometimes over- 
looked. The jkientiiication of the article 
is an importznt component in the URL 
ccnfiguration. Pzbiishers can add more 
structure to the G'.U by using es'lab- 
lished, somewhat calculable, article 
identifiers such as the PI1 or §Xi. The 
"blisher's Item Identifier {XI: and Ser- 
ial Item and Contribution Identifier 
[SICl) both identify anicies in a consis- 
tent zanner. The ability to calculate 
links is inrportant in that this heips to 
form a unifornr resocrce name ensueng 
the URL renains constant over time. 
Calcnlable links also allow other pub- 
lishers ic develop automated mecha- 
nisms to conszmc: licks to items with- 
Oui hwing to manxlly deternine rhe 
Iocatior, of each article for that pubiish- 
er. These links can be script generated 
based on some predictable structure fcr 
that puXisher. This method is more 
structurally sound than filenaEe.pdf, 
but even this is not ? ~ e  ideal nodei 
because it requires each publisher to 
deterrriine every other publisher's s:=c- 
t ~ x e  and keep this knowledge curent. 
This prcbiem becomes s~aggericg when 
a publisher tries to keep track ni even a 
small set (one hcncred] of ether pub- 
lishers. Whiie proyidlng much needed 
consistent articie idsctification: identi- 
fies Eke these stili do cot aCdress the 
iocation of that article. 
To assist in the creation of stable ioca- 
tions for Internet cmtent, publishers 
and other cmtent creators can employ 
Digital Object Identifiers [DOI]. This is 
an identification syslenr for intellxctuaI 
property in the &@:a; environment. The 
DOE is both a persistent identifier, and a 
system that processes that identifier on 
the Internet ta deliver services. The DO! 
initiative does much to stabilize articie 
hcation on the web. As content moves 
from pizce to piace over t h e ,  publishers 
update the iocation of the object with 
 he central DO1 registration service thus 
ensuring stability. Whik the DO1 icitia- 
tive heips to stabiiize the web, there are 
siiii drawbacks, For instance, DOI has 
yet to develop a I o c k ~ p  systerr, thzt facii- 
itates discovery of stable iinks. Lookn? 
tools ailowing at\ers to idectify the a?& 
cle DO1 or persistear idectifier are now a 
hct topic and have opened a market 
ziche for newly emerging o:ganizations 
and initiatives. During the past g a r ,  
lookup initiatives have emerged span- 
ning :he entire spectrum of v~e5  pub- 
lishing from cross-disciplinasy, re disci- 
piine-specific, an6 pcblisher-specific. 
Sta~dardization will be the key to the 
long-term stabiiity of these tools. 
Crcssiief is spearheading the cross-disci- 
plinav e3or%. This is a newly eme~ging 
i&ia.Cve fcr puXishers of Scientific a ~ d  
Technical Information (STI) and is based 
on the DOI. The CrossKef 9-21 p. erne xses a 
iimized set of metadata which, when 
queried; becomes a u n i q e  citatioc with 
a stabie X3.L poicticg to the requested 
object. For a fee, icdividrrai users will bz 
able to access the system to generate uni- 
form cibeions accompanied by stable 
links to objects on the web. Pubiishers 
wiE use a batch dowcload ca@Mty to 
harvest hrger sets of stabie iinks and cita- 
ticns. CrossKe?s management expects 
ahat at the outset, more than three rniliion 
aeicies across thorrsands of journals will 
be linked through this ini:ialive, an< 
more than half a million =ox  articles 
wiif 5e linked each )rear tkereafter. With 
?his kit4 of iinking, users wili ~apidly 
have the ability to savigte through a 
huge miverse of reiated scholarly matee- 
31s. With fewer concerns abcur discovery, 
users '~162 have more tirne lo fccus on 
vaiuzbie content. No dmbt, this wiil be 2 
winning sitna?ioc for pubiiskers, authors, 
libraries, acd nsers alike. 
Otb.er disciplice specific initiarives are 
aiso under deveioprnect. For instance: 
the National Li5:zry of Medicine's 
PubMed/PubKef ssysiem works in coc- 
junction with publishers of biomedicai 
iiteratum and provides a search tool for 
accessing literature zitations acd linking 
$0 fnli-text joarr,ais at web d e s  of par- 
ticipating prbiiskzrs. The AMS is aIso 
owen ,:,ding its own iookui; tool for mathe- 
maticai literature. MRLcekup will pard- 
lel CrossXef in terms of pab%Irer 
require~:ects aiiowing a ~ t h o r s  acd p b -  
Lishers to imple=ent stable iinks to 
reviews and originzl ~ ~ c l e s  in t:le 
aazhexaticai sciences, 
As the web continues to expacd, schd- 
arly commmicarion in electronic forxat 
will become more accepted. Judging 
from the expiosive growth and rapid 
acclamation af the Internet in gexemi, 
this recognirion is imn~inent. The need 
for stabie iinking stmciures and i o o k ~ p  
t,oois is just as quicEy Secoaing s. cri':i- 
cally importact component cf web 
devziopment. Pilbiisher's indeppedect 
initia?ives and broader b a e d  in42ia6ves 
i i k  CrmRef asd GO1 wiil do mnch i3 
add stability to the web. More impor- 
tantI?~, the emergence of, acd zdherecce 
to, standards wiIi be the key lo rieveeiop- 
icg stabiiity ic the ever-expanding space 
of electronic scholarly commmications. 
ty CVendy Bucd, Specid Projetx Administztor, 
A twecan  gathema~ral  Society (wab@ams.org) 
anti 7i'irrtothy E. McWahon, Eted~c!?ic PzS.ishin5; 
S p e d a k r ,  American gathezaticai SocieQ 
(~~P?@Bws.~Tc). 
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Dialog is arguably the most popular 
commercial fee-based database provider 
in the world. Its 1999 Worldwide Data- 
base Gatalagrre lists 989 accessible data- 
bases. Yet, from rime to time, outside 
sources are needed to provide Dialog 
users more specific information about 
certain daiabases or search features. For 
instaxe, database providers often go 
beyond the familiar Dialog "blue sheet" 
to provide t h t r  own user manuals $e., 
Elsevier's Biobase User Manual [File 
711). t$R excellent example of more spe- 
cific irrfomadon about search features is 
Jill A m  Hrrrst's DiaiogWeb/FT which 
"was born ant of the knowledge that 
searchers need to know what publication 
is available in fizl-text for what specific 
yeazs and h which database." Moreover, 
Ckis book is meant to 5e a companion to 
actual cse of Dialogweb, classic Dialog 
and Dialog Select. Hurst states that 
"I)ialogWeb/FT gives you the tools to not 
only locate every periodical in full text 
on DiaiogWeb and classic Dialog but also 
to deteraine if an article may actually 
exist and where." 
DiahgWeb/FT is divided into five chap- 
ters, three directones, and two appen- 
&ices. Chapter One, '%trcduction to Dia- 
log's Services" provides a brief overview 
of Dialog in general and a capsule 
overview of its fnli text resources. Chap- 
ter Two, "Facts and Stats" is very useM 
as it describes some of ?he inconsisten- 
cies to be found in full text resources. For 
instance, missing years in full text cover- 
age, incorrect publication dates, and 
variations in journai naEes and abbrevi- 
ations. Chapter Three, "How ?o Search 
DialogWeb is a very basic introduction 
to searching Dialog using its web inter- 
face. Chapter Four, "The Cost of Using 
DiaiogWeb is of great importance, as all 
information professionals must be mind- 
ful of research costs. This chapter 
reviews Dialog charges brought to bear 
during general and full text research. 
illso included are the costs involved in 
electronic distribution and archiving of 
f d l  ?ex: inf0rmai:on. Chapter Five, "'How 
to Xead and Use the Listings" is the 
essential chapter of f&s book as it shows 
how to use rRe periodical and newspaper 
directories. 11, is well laid out and pro- 
vides a graphic& example of the search 
process. As essential support to the five 
preceding chapters, Hurst provides three 
important directories. The "Periodicals 
Directory" allows :he user to determine 
in which year's fnli text is available for 
specific journals in one or more files. 
The "American Newspaper Directory and 
"Icternationai Newspaper Directory" 
serve sislilzr research purposes. Lastly, 
the author i n d u d e  two useful appen- 
&ices. Appendix A, "FiLes lnlcuded in 
DlalogTviiei;/FT, wiC? Pricing," is a simple 
iisting of Diaiog files. Appendix B, 
"Resources for Additional lnfonnation 
and Training," foccses on Dialog related 
resources as well as other eIectronic and 
hard copy resources relating to fidl text 
and infornational databases in general. 
BabgWeb/FT should be an essential 
tool far informa?ion specialists alreaey 
familiar with fc11 text research as well as 
?hose desiring to become more familiar 
with Mi text resousces. Author Hwst 
has mom than furiiIIed the stated intent 
of the book. AS new Mi text resources 
are added tc tile Dialog universe, it will 
be helpful ta revise C'ialagtZTeb/FT on an 
as needed basis. 
Dale A. Stirling, M.L.A. 
Infomadon Specialist 
Intertox, Inc. 
Seattle, WA 
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The trends shaping the information industry transcend interns- 
tionai boucciaries. Copyright infringement, the role of the 
Internet In information distribution, rising joursal costs, knowl- 
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ais around the gjobe. 
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ty to ieam from others in your profession and participate in the 
deveioprnent of the future for the informxion indsstry. 
Who should attend 
Corporate, ipvernmen6,and academic iibrarjans 
Globai information professionals and conssitants 
internet researchers, knowiedge managers and speciaiists 
Giobai iibrarylinformation brokers 
- htranet developers & managers 
Globai competitive intelligence professionak 
- Webmasters 
* Content managers 
Your attendance at Globai 2000 is critical to the ssccess of the 
special library and informarior! profession. You'ii have the 
opportunity to play a part in discussions on issues that have far- 
reaching impilcations and to heip shape t k  future of the infor- 
mation industry. Mark it on ycur caiendar tcday! 
Conferewee Structure 
The Gobai 2030 Conference is organised on a sniform daiiy 
scheduie. Each day wiii begin wirh a feature6 keynote address 
on the topic of the day. 3reakout sessions wiii follow the 
address. Afternoons will be fiHeci with subject-oriented sessions 
relevant to the glcbai management of information. 
Keynote speakers are internationaiiy recognised ieaders in the 
business and/or information indsstry.The breakout sessions fol- 
lowing the keysore address each day will be led by moderators 
who are experts in :he silbject matter to be discussed.The sub- 
ject-oriented afternoon sessions are being deveioped by snits 
of SLA and other organisations aroiqd :he giobe. Lunch is 
incfuded Is the conference cost for each day, as are several 
receptions. 
ule of Events 
(Ali events are ssbjec: to m a y e )  
730  pm Weiconing Receprion for aii Conference 
8:30 a n  Opening General Session 
&marks by Dowa Scheeder, SLA 
President; Deputy Assisran: 
Director, [nfo~mation Research 
Division, United Srates 
Congressional Research Service, 
Library cf Congress. 
* General Session Speaker: Dame Stephanie 
Shirley BBE, Founder and Life President of 
rhe lnfcrma~ion Pechnoiogy Company, F.!. 
Group, PLC 
7 1:00 am Gi~bai  2000 Contributed Paper Sessions 
i ?:DO am Strategy S h a ~ i n ~  Sessions: Six concurrent ses 
sicns focusing on the subject matter ofthe 
General Session address 
Afiemoon Sessions Program Sessions: Six afternoon program 
sessions sponsored by SiA Divisions and/or 
other affiliated grozps. The six sessions are: 
Session T1: The Effects of P~iiticai Events on fhe Gbba6 
Economy 
Sponsored by the SLA Business and Finance Division 
An examination of the impact of poiitical events on the 
pe:formance of the giobal economy, specifically financiai 
markex The panel will assess :?cw service and jndustriai 
companies act or :eact to this performance and  he 
consequences ar oppcrtunities to a firm and its market. 
Session TZ: Responding to Global information A*;,- !,  ,dnes&y 7 8 pactobey 
Requirements: Lessens Learned in Designing Information 
Gateways for Worid Development 830 am General Session I1 
Sponsoreci by the ShA Library Management Division introductions: Lucy Lettis, Chair, Global 2000 
Many internationai institutions have a responsibiiity to Steering Committee; SLA Board of Directors; 
deiive: relevant information to non-developed and devei- Principal and Director, Business information 
oping countries. This presentation wiii describe methods Services, Arthur Andersen LLP 
used to discover a model for developing and deiivering = Keynote Presentation:\(ves-Miche! Marti. 
information services. for world development and poverty Marti is founder and President of EGIDERIA, 
reduction and to share the iessons iearned along the way. the (eading Business Inteiii~ence company in 
Europe. 
Session Y3: Knowledge Collaboration in a Global Setting am Strategy Sharing Sessions: Six concur-ent 
Sponsored by :he SLA Li sessions focusing on the subject matter of 
An examination of ,fin the Generai Session address 
of knowledge excha Globa! 2000 Contributed Paper Sessions 
with respect to con 
cuiturai distinctions sessions sponsored by SLA Divisions and /or 
copyright and inte other affiliated groups. The six sessions are: 
now it is dominat- 
jects: Focus on improving 
nking,and knowledge environments. 
spectives on Sofo Librarianship in the Zlst 
ism and user service to their organjzatkx and con- 
Session W4: JSTOR (Journal Store): Access to Yesterday 
Preserved for Tomorrow 
Sponsored by the SLA Education Division 
4 0 0  pm Afternoon Tea: An opportunity to meet and 
co~tinue the dialogue on key topics of the 
day. 
Evening: Reception for all conference delegates, co- 
sponsored by the SLA Library Management 
Division, the SLA international Reiations 
Commitzee, and the SLA Xetworking 
Cornrnirtee. 
Other social activities will also occur, with the evening avaiiable 
for deiegares to explore Brighton and get to know one anothec 
This presentation will seek ways to improve access to 
publications of all k n d i  for the benefit of the schoiariy 
community by developing completeiy browsable, search- 
abie and retrievable system 3f accessing the backfiles of 
important scholarly journais, made possibie by advances in 
information technologies. 
Session W5: Copyright and Other Forms of intellectual 
Property as International Human Wights Issues 
Sponsored by the SLA iegai Division 
This panel will expiore the relationship between copyright 
and other forms of intellectual property and international 
htiman righrs issues on the other. 
Session W6. SpeciaI Librarianship in japan in the 24sf Session fh2: Ewopean Copyright 
Sponsored by ti?e Earopean Bureal: of Lirxy, information 
Sponsored by rhe japan Special Libraries Association and Docl;mentatlon Associations, headquartered in The Sague, 
This sessicn wiil presefit and explore various wsys ir. which Netheriands 
speciat librarians in japan pian ro Gse humar: and technicai This session wiii highiigh~ specific aspecrs of t i e  copyrigh: 
networks to organize and disseminate information in a giob- issue as it pertains to the Europear: pe:spec:ive. The speak- 
al network environment. e:s will talk s b o ~ t  licensing issues and the nationa! copy- 
right situation and what the EL1 directive does lo nationai 
Afternoon Tea:An opportunity to meet and iegisiatior.. 
continue ;he diaiogue on key topics of the 
Session fh3: Knowledge Management: Mapping Needs a-f 
the Assseietlon at the Chapter Lev& 
night and get to know 
tlves for Special bfbvarians 
ationai Federation of Library 
s, headqtiartered in The Hague, 
to iearn xore about 
and how i; can assis; 
activkies and working 
wiii be in:ro&eed. 
(".?,.. c ;n .7 ,. c r-. .v: 
,.4 .,$.,". ..'.": E>> ive and unrestricted appiicarion of the sciexe 
Co-sponsoring Asscciati 
4:% pn? Afternoon Tea: A 6inai oppo:tl:ni:y io meet a d  coqlin- 
s e  the dialogue on key topics of the coi?ference. Session Th?: Dehering lnfarmafiorn Globally 
Sponsored by the Canadian Llbrsry Assoclatioi?, headquartered 
in Ottawa, 0n:aric Canada 
This session wiii explore the ways ir: which instirutions and 
corporations deiiver informatio~ over long distances. issues 
relating to connectivity, the role of government, marketing 
and service deilvery wi!l be discussee by those providing 
information services nationally and internstionaiiy. 
The SLA Strategic Learning and Development Center invites you 
to arrive early and participate in one of its high-impact strategic 
;earning workshops! It is your opportunity to explore more 
deeply some of the criticai concerns facing information profes- 
sionals around the world. Current offerings include: 
Workshop Ph: Understanding the New Economics of Information 
Sunday, 15 October, 2:OC pm - 530 pm 
Cost: US$i45/e255 
Piease note that seating is iimited to a maximum of30participants 
In a "dot-corn': worid, information is dynamic, fluid and widely 
available. The World Wide Web and other emerging commusi- 
cations technologies have forever changed the economics of 
information. is infamation a commodity? What is the value of 
information in your organisation? How are you adding vafue! 
This workhop wiii explore these central questions and their 
implications for information professionals. Piease note that 
seating is limited to a maximum of 30 participants. 
Workshop 8: The New World of Work Emerging 
Opportunities for Information Professionals 
Sunday, 15 October, ,200 prn - 5:30 pm 
Cost: US524YE256 
?iease note that seoting is limited :c a maximum of 3Oparticipants 
The new economy of?ers a wide variety of career opportunities 
for information professionals. But do you know what they are 
and how to capitalise or! them? how do you find your "dream 
job?" This workshop wtii examine the changing landscape of 
work For information professionals and wiii help you determine 
which new career directions may be right for you. You will be 
invited to participate in a personal career assessment and you 
will begin to develop your unique empioyment strategy for the 
future! Please note that seating is iimked to a maximum of 3C 
participants. 
Workshop C: The Force of Culture in the international 
hformation Arena 
Monday, 16 Oc+ober, 930 am - 1:00 pm 
Cost: US$245/e256 
Please note that seating is iimited to a maximum of30participants 
The worid of work is becoming more giobai, more networked, 
more ccilaborative. if you are not doing so already, you wit1 be 
working with peopie from many different countries and many 
different cilitures. in this workshop, you will explore the chal- 
ienges and opportunities of working in a multicultural environ- 
ment and the special role that information professionals can 
play in heiping their organisations both minimise the challenge 
and rnaximise the benefits of cultural difference. Please note 
that seating is limited to a maximum of 30 participants. 
'Workshop BThe Use and Management of EIectroonic Journals 
Monday, 15 October, 9:30 am - 1 :00 p v  
Cost: U5$245/€255 
?iease note thatseating is iimited PO a maximum of 3Opartkipants 
Are you conf~sed about: eiectronic Journals? This workshop will 
rovide you with key insights into the worid of electronic pub- 
iishing. It wiil hslp you make sense of the myriad terms used to 
describe electronic journals today, as well as explore various 
eiectronic/online journals that are availabie to your library.This 
session will help you better understand diTereni points of view 
on e!ectronk jourcals and challenge yau tc adopt a more holis- 
tic perspective on the vaiue and use of this impor~ant medium. 
Please note that seating is limited to a maximum of 30 partici- 
pants. 
Workshop E: Learning Together in the Information Centre 
Environment: 
Monday, 16 October, 2:00 pm - 5:30 pm 
Cost: USj245/€256 
%~se note that seating is limited to a maximum of30porticipants 
in our knowledge economy, great emphasis is placed on learn- 
ing, knowledce sharing, creativity and innovation. The informa- 
tion centre can play a central rote in nurturing these acWties. 
'This workshop wiii explore and define what this role can be,and 
wili examine the new in~ernal partnerships, skiiis, and services 
that will be necessary to fulfill it. !t wiii help you understand the 
vast ccmplexity of information and knowledge Flows and 
resources within your organisation. Please note that seating is 
iimited to a maximum of30 participants. 
Workshop F: Information Ethics: Changing Rules, Common 
Challenges 
Monday, 16 October, 2:CO pm - 5:30 pm 
Cost: US$245/=E256 
Piease note that seating is iimited to a maximum of30participants 
in today's information-focused worid, the ethical use of infor- 
mation is becoming increasingiy important. As an information 
ptcfessionai, it is cri~icai for you to be a catalyst for conversation 
in this important, yet frequentiy overicoked, area of concern for 
modern organisations. This workshop wiii expicre some of the 
common ethical chailenges facing information professionals 
around the worid, and will provide you with a framework for 
assessinq the ethical climate of your orqanisation. Please noie 
Coqference orgaqisers have arranged :he foiiowing tours fcr 
your enjoyment: and convenience. 
Brighton Waking Tour 
Tour #I .?Sunday, : 5 October, pm 
Tour $1.2 Monday, : 6 October, a n  
cost: us$52/e54 
Discover Brighton's curiccis amaigarn of eiegant Regency archi- 
tecture with a patina of rakishly defiant joiiity. Visit the iicyal 
Paviiion; the Lanes - oidest quarter cf Srightcn; and Srighton 
Sq~are,  surrounded by pavement cafes; and much more. lake 
this tour and you wiii understand wby Srighton is Engiand's most 
fasiionakle seaside resort 
Lsndsn Excursion 
Tow #2.1 Sunday, ! 5 Cctober,fuii day 
Tour #2.2 Friday, 20 Gctcber,fcil! day 
Cost: L'S$I3:/G'i36 
A beautiful drive through the countryside to London, where 
you'ii experience the capitai of England at its best. See the West 
End, Mnightsbridge, Buckngham Palace, and visit Westminster 
Abbey, where every Engiish monarch has been crowned since 
1 Q66. Visit the square mile known as the City of L ~ n d ~ n ,  heart of 
the financial district. You'ii visit theTower of London and see the 
Crown ieweis. You'il aiso enjoy a iighr lunch ir: one of London's 
most historic p 5 5 .  
Wyundei Excurslon 
Tour #3.1 Sunday, 15 October, pm 
Tour #3.2 Monday, 16 Cctober, pm 
Cost: U5%:/€63 
This great castie has been the fortress of the Fitzakin-Howard 
famiiy, Dukes of Norfolk and hereditary Earls MarsDai of England, 
since the Norman Conquest. The piclure gallery as a whole rivais 
any in Engiand for histcricai importance;a fire collection of eigh- 
teenth century furniture a ~ d  a seection of historkai, reiigieus 
and heraid!- Items are worthy of note. T!e most treaswed pos- 
session is the rosary beionging to ;Vary, Queer: of Scots, carried 
by her ro her exec~tion and bequeathed :c an earlier rnember of 
the family. 
Battle & Bokeiam Tour 
Tour #4.? Sunday, 7 5 October, pm 
Tour #4.2 Monday, : 6 October, am 
- !our #4.3 Friday, 20 October, an? 
Cost: US$64/G66 
Take an interactive audio tour of the battiefieid at Hastings,sire of 
one ofthe great turning points of his~ory, in ; 066. vou'i! 3150 tour 
Bodiam Castie,which was build in 1385 against a Fre~ch invasion 
that never came. it is one of the finest examples of mediemi mti- 
itary architecture. The exterior remains virtualiy cornpie";, mak- 
ing i; a popuiar film iocation, but the interior was ransacked dur- 
ing the Civil War aithough visitors can climb the spiral staircase to 
enjoy superb views from the Sattiements. 
Winchelsea, Rye L Great Dixter Excur&m 
Twr $5.1 irday, 20 Ocrober, ?ulI day 
Cosr:L'S$101/€!55 
Follow the coastiine in an easterly direction to the historic towns 
of Wincheisea and Rye. 8o;h ~ o w x  are perched hig3 on hilltops, 
the resuit of erosion from the sea. After iunch continue to Great 
Dixter, birthplace and hone  of the worid fzmous gaudec,ing 
writer, Christopher bioyd. The house was built in 1460 and its 
renowned gardens - a combinaticc. of neadows, ponds, topiary 
ar,d the exquisite Long Border and Exoxic Gatden -were originai- 
ly !aid out by Sir Edward iutyens, now bear the inimitabie stamp 
of Mr. Lby& 
E q l a x ' s  icveii?sr anb 
1:veiiest city by rh r  sea. 
Brightor: is f:-:.; cosvcpci:- 
rar and s?lq~elj,  eccezt:lc 
ail yea: :o~:nd.  9ege::cy 
a:'chlte:ttire, p:easse p:e; 
sxc:aiis? shops. uavewe?: 
P .  
ca:ej, liueiy a m  scfne a:73 
vibraz. n;ghr[ife - eljery- 
thing is wi:$i,: v ~ a i k i y  dis- 
"-PC .c. .,E. 53 rake :i.ne r s  
G X D ! ~ T C  a?d e?jcy. \~V:tl-: 2
3acid:op sf rhe 5:~ssex 
Gcw:?s and tce  t~aditionai 
English co~ntryside, 
Brighton is a great base fc: 
exploring the region. 
Before completing the registration and housing forms, piease take a few moments to  read through :he foiiowing. Fill in all 
requested information cornpleteiy,and note that faiiure to  provide fuli and accurate information wiii delay the precess of your 
registration. Please type or print clearly with black pen. 
'I. Registration wiii close on October 4. Forms received after that date will be processed on-site. Housing will be accepted on 
availability basis untii October 9. 
2, Caneellatlosas: cancellations will be accepted if received tn writing before September 11. No refund wiil be accepted after 
that date. 
Bjocks of room have been reserved in various hotels around 8riqhton. Please note :hat ail hotels are within walking distance 3f the 
Hiiton Briqhton Metropoie, the conference hotel. 
Hotel Rate Description 
Thistle 5 760 single or doubie 
Beigrave £1 02 single / f l  30 double 
Queens 
Quality Inn 
£92 singie / f 7 02 doubie 
£85 single 1 f 105 double 
Kings Hote! £45 single I f 5 0  double 
Brighton Hiiton Metropoe f 92 singie, f 102 double Conference Headquarters Hotel. The Hilton Brighton 
Metropole is conveniently iocated on the seafront, which is 
in the centre of town. 'rlotei amenities include a fitness 
centre with leisure pooi and saunas, a business centre,two 
restaurants and one bar. 
The Brighton Thistle is a 4-Star Deluxe Sotei iocated 
between the Wes; and Paiace Pie75 on the seafront. Hotel 
amenities include a health club, two restauranfs and one 
bar. 
Built in 1873,The Beigrave Hotei is a Victorian ixiiding 
with it's delightful scu!ptured exterior features and distinc- 
tive copper dome has recently undergone major renova- 
tion. Hotei amenities include two restaurants and one bar. 
The Queens Mote! is located on the seafront. It has recent 
ly been renovated and houses a restaurant and a bar. 
The Quality Inn Hotel is located two blocks off of the 
seafront and from the Brighton Metropole. Hotel ameni- 
ties include two restaurants, a health club and a business 
centre. 
The Kings Hotei is located on the seafront about two 
blocks from the Metropoie. Hotei amenities include one 
restaurant and one bar 
British Airways, Delta Airlines,and United Akiines all serve as offi- 
cial carriers to ioncion for the Global 2000 conference. You may 
obtain fare information, reservations, or other rravel information 
from Champion-Mail Travel Group of Washington, DC USA by cali- 
ing 1-202-483-0110 (U.S. Residents may call 1-500-826-6225). 
OKce hours for the travel agent are 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, EDT. You 
nay  also ccmmunicate with Champion-Kail via electronic mail at 
info@charr.pionkaii.com. You may also interact directiy with the 
airlines. Check their websites for contact information in you: 
country: 
t'nited Airiines: www.united.com (Reference Group SB63VK) 
Delta Ai: Lines:www.deltaairlines.com (Reference File Nr  163035A) 
British Airways: www.britishairwavs.com (Reference SiA) 
Ground transportation information tolfron? London airports to/from Brighton wiil be pmvided upon registration. 
Participant !nformatiop-r: 
U Mi. 3 Mrs. C Ms. 6( Dr. B =the. 
Last Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  First Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Title . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .Ccrnpany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
Address 
Teleplc~e Fax 
Wok ~e 
Member of: L2 SLA I2 ARLljNA I2 Ali? (3 CLA 3 EAHII GI EBLIDA C1 GSLA D iFlD 
2 i iLH 3 JSiA 6( LlASADThe iibiary Asscciation 2 RN?ijT (Russia) 
i work for: 6 Corporate Library B Academic library 3 Governmen: iibrary 
My position is: C Upper Management C1 MIddie Management 3 Genera: Management 
. . . . . . .  Years in the profession: . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Special Dietary Needs: .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
Special Assistance: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
Registration Fees (ail prices in Euro 2nd US Dciiars. Please note Ctedit cards will be charged in EURO oniy - exchange ra?e rnayvafy) 
Fdli Conference € 51 51 ($495) . . . . . . . . . . . .  
One Day Circle One: TU WE Td € 2591 ($250) 
Gtiest . . . . . . .  +2 2501 ($250) 
Strategic Learning Workhops 
Workshop A: Understanding the sew Eccnomics of informaticn 2 Workshop 3:The Use and Managernee c? Eiecrronic ~stirnais 
6! Workshop B:Ti?e New Worid ofWo;k D Workshop E: Learnins Toge;he::Wloikir..j wlC! Clients in :he 
CI Workshop C:The Force of Culrure ir. the Internationai lnformaiion Atena Sgeciai Library Envirc~mer,: 
D Wcrkshop F: infcrrna:ion E:hi:s: Chaqging Ruies, Ccmmon 
Challenges 
. . wc?~jhop(S) @ e 255 / 245 5 
'$OU~O T0dr ?.I Brighton'flaiiting T o ~ r  Sunday 
Tour 7.2 Srighton Waikiog TOT Mcnday 
Tour 2.1 Londor! Sunday 
Tvur 2.2 London :::day 
Tour 3.: Arondei Sunday 
Tour 3.2 Arbndei Monday 
Todr 4.': Bat:le & Bodiam Sunday 
Tour 4.2 Bat?le & 3odiam Monday 
Tour 4.3 Battle & Bcdiam Friday 
T a u  5 Wncheisea, Rye &Great Cixte: 
Method of Payment 
I .CREDIT CARD 7 d Hmetican Express M Etirocard 2 Visa 61 Mas~ercard C v,,.., ":--.' s Cbb 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Card NumSe? Carchoider's Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Expiration Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  Signaxe: ........ 
2. CHEQG ENCLOSED: Piease send your cheque in Eurc or US $,:cgether with ycur regis:raticn Form, to Gicbal 2OGO Zfice, Avenue des Gauiois, 7,s-1043 
Brussels, 3eigicm. 
?lease no?e:"Glcba! 2G0V and the attendee's name shooia be written on the reverse of the cheq~e. =!ease do ?ct sen., registered rn&i,thar.k you. 
3. WiKETRANSiER Serd in Euro or SS$, with mentisr: ofthe at~endee's name 13: BBL - Codrs S:. Mic!?ei, 60,s-:04C Br:sseis, SLA AccounT: 3: 3-7 08786?-92 
Session Registration 
To heip us In our planning e%r:s, please specify :be sessions you wise tc  ai:end.You wiir have the oppor:ur!il'y to chaxje ycti: sessions chokes in Brlgilton. 
HoteB Reservation 
P$easa $:ate i i .gysi~t: C ~ B E ~ S  C:> ? A Q ~ c ~ c ~ ~ Q c ~ ~ ~ B : .  2 ,  
Room: O Singie E Double 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Date of Arrival Da:e of Departtire. 1 Non smoking (carno: oe guaranteed) 
Flrsr Choke 13 Metropcie 3 Thistle M <ing Hctel 
D Quaii:y Brightan 3 The Sejgrave M Qoeenis hot?: 
Second Choice B Metropole 2 Thistle B King Sotel 
61 Qtiality Brightcn 3 The Beigrave M Queen's %:el 
Tnlrd Choice B :Me?rcpole 3 This:ie L! King Hotel 
C1 Quaii:y Brighton :2 Toe Yelgrave B Queen's h:ei 
The Falicwing information is mandato:y ir, order to gdarantee your ho;ei veser\~aticn. Horei cnarges rnust be paid upon departu:e.Or,e nigh: acconmoda- 
tion wi:! be charced In the case of a no-show. We must recejve canceliations at least 24 hctirs ~ r i o r  ;o airiva! tc  avoid no shew charges. 
CREDIT CARD Q American Exp:ess 2 Exocard L: \iisa B Mastercard 3 Diner's Cub 
Card Rurnber Cardmider s Zame 
?[ease note that o;ices are set Ir. US dollars. Prices in isrros are estimates based on ciivrencv aaiues at tke time of ~rinting. 
I N F O R M A T i O N  L N T Z G R I T Y  
i n r e i i i g e n t i y  o r g a n i z e d  r e l e v a n t  p u r e  a c c u r a t e  c u r r e n t  b a L a n c e d  f a i r  
W e n  you're Looking f o r  authoritative health i ~ o r m a t k o n ,  
SEE A SPECIALIST 
r .  If rhe topic of resezrca is heaith or medicine, it's imperazive The Health & Wellness Resoarce Centm features: 
:bar rile source is accxrate, up-to-dare and reliab!e. . A broad of ~~l~ G~~~~ cities 
-1 i a t ' s  why <he Gale Group is pleased to introduce its new 
0 Access to referecce and periodical iiteraccre, pamphlets. 
&' mz'aess s~sciailzed news and o&ei contern from a search 
resource eFering a vasc coliection of authcritative medicai 
Access to key health Web search engines for optimal, 
in,hcrma:ion to acacemic, medicd a d  pcbIic libraries. 
cuxomized Internet research 
HEALTH & W E L L N E S S  RESOtTXCF, C E N T E R  
No =ore huge iists of irrelevant search resuits. No more * A & I y  updared, easy-co-use interfzce 
scouring :he Web for relevznt siws. KO more relying on I , * Add-on modules, including Alternative Health Modale 
F a m i l i z r  I n f o T r a c o  i n t e r f a c e  A w a r d - w i n n i n g  c o n t e n t  G a l e  Group  q u a i i t y  
. ,. 
rn:ormar:on 5om out-of-date or unkqowr, sources. The 
~ ~ ~ l &  & Wellness Resource ceazt.er - a first among rhe 
While  ~t SLA, please  
v f s k t  us a t  booth #13 I 
'CVien Your users cond~ict critical research, they need to see 
Gde Group's jine of new resource cezters - answers the , the specidist - the Health & Welkness Resowrce center. 
need for a fully integrated, ever-growicg electronic For more information, call i-800-877-GALE, or visi: us on 
resource fix $1 ievels of medical and health research. 1 :he Web a: www.galegroup.com. 
Like many other association officers, I 
am beginning ;o realize that my term is 
coning to an end-it has been three 
busy and Mfiiling years. 
During my term, I have learned that 
rcening an association is a lot differen: 
than running my library. 1 have Learned 
the value and importaxe of a good 
board of directors. And 4 have enhanced 
my abilities as a speaker, a negotiator, 
and a team player. 
It has been a pleasure serving the mem- 
bership as ar, association oificer. i have 
met and worked with a ict of great pec- 
pie. We did not always see eye-to-eye on 
ever$hing. Sut, in aLi cases we had the 
good of the association in mind arld dis- 
course leads 'lo solutions &at are be',ter 
for the organization. 
The responsibilities of the association 
tmasurer am different fmm those of a 
unit treasurer. I do co; have to prepaw 
and send m t  checks, balance the books, 
or make sure the balance sheet is correct. 
My job is :c be :he finaxial conscience 
of the board and to zonitor and oversee 
association income and expenditures. 
Becaxse of my p i t i o n ,  1 senre on the 
Association Office Operations and Strate- 
gic Planning committees and as chair of 
the Finacce Committee. I also consuit 
with the association staff abont old and 
new prcgrams and services and their 
imp& on the budget. 
Dxing my tenl-, as treasurer, 1 helped 
prepare the association's annual bcd- 
get, mo~itored SLA's long-term icvest- 
ments, and maictai~ed oversight of :he 
iong-range fina~cial plan p&ich is 
npdated annually) . 
In addition to preparing and/or ~eview- 
ing docnmen": for the board and Finance 
Cornmigee, I also tried :c stay zttuced 
with the aXit treasurers cor.cerr.s acd 
monitored the association's income and 
expenditures 5y reviewing the monthly 
s:atemen;s prepzred by the association 
staff and annxal audi;ed financial &ate- 
ments prepared by an independent 
acccunting firr:. 
During t5e pas? three years the long- 
range financial $an has becsme a true 
:!anzing tool that heips the board, 
Ficance Cozmktee, and staff naintzin 2 
Sve year onCook on the association's 
Snanciai heal&. This has meant contin- 
.-- d i y  looking for ways to increase :he 
association's income while keeping 
members' dues to a rr,ir,in;.cn. 
The Fizance Cornmitree developed a 
communications s o d e l  w'r?lc5 car, be 
used to keep memsers icfsrmed or, 
ixpor~aa:,  strategic issues (e.g., dues, 
n a r ~ e  changing, bylaws ckacgesj. 
This model prov:cies for mexber i c p ~ t  
and disccssioc. 
In closing, i would like to thank my wife; 
Mary Lynne, and my boss, Dr. Mike Bar- 
Sson, for encouraging n q 7  pargic$ation 
and giving me the time to fulfili my 
obiigatiocs. Lynn T800dSury, Deputy 
Executive Di~ecro:~ aed Scctt S3!_ileir; 
Director of Finance were great ?o work 
with and heiped me understzcd what 
was happening acd why. 
I know 1122 financiai stability ac5 growth 
of the association will continue under 
the gaidance sf my able successor, 
Richarard Geiger. Geod kck,  Richard. 
sential databases: 
Ei CompendexQ - The only interdisciplinary engineering abstracts ifidex; comains citations fro= 
260& iriternaticnal journds and sources 
IXSPEC - Over 6 million citations and abmracts to woridwide literature in physics, electronics, 
electric& engineering, computers and control, and infoxmion technology 
HCO;"a'DA*- Key references to ail aspects of planning and building including civil engineering 
T a h r  your collection with these niche databases: 
Aerospace Database 
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ISMEC: Mechanic4 Engineering Abs~racrs 
TRANSPORT 
FLUIDEX" 
WORLD TEXTILES 
GesReP 
GECEASE 
FROST1 
Food Science and Technology Absrrzc:~ (FSTA) 
MzhSci Disc* 
halyrical Abstracts 
Engineering and Applied Science 
Wilson Applied Science & Technology Full Text 
And More! 
* AuaihbZe exclusiuelyfi.om SilverPhttm 
Try any database FREE for 30 days! Sinlpiy contact SilverPlatter Information IRC. 
yeur local SiiverPIai:er office or distributor. Tci: 800-343-0064 (U.5, & Canadd 
For More Information - please cdl or emaii 
SihevesPlatcer and request a complete Engineering 
CoiIect:on brochure. 
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A~.ef icm Library Association 
h:tp://wrr;~v.~.2Ia.~rg/events/ 
A X  
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Giectroixic Putilishing 2000 
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Atig7iisr 17-19, 203G 
Xaiiningrad, R s s i z  
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http:/~:,~~w.c'cil.vcz.ed~/i~.ac/e~~e 
nts/2G33/meetizg.hl~I 
MAE 2C00: Reaching for the Slaw 
October I3-2i,2559 
Fails Church, VP., USA 
00th 401 for 
a hands-on 
demonstration. 
andar 
ET {NSTANT ACCESS TO THE COMPLETE BUSINESS, FINANCIAL AND lNVESTMENT 
INFORMATIORg YOU NEED FAST..,OVER THE INTERNET, 
LVaximize your research efforts with the advanced search engine that is cornplernentd by 
the timeliness and expedience of the world wide web. 
* Brings together eleven of S&PYs mcst popular products through an easy-to-use 
graphical interface 
* Timely dam, analysis and investment advice on companies, industries, stocks and 
bonds, mutual funds and dividends 
S- Over 500 searchable fields; across multiple databases 
* Print and export multiple documents 
s- Solution for the corporate, public and academic library ~arketplaces 
Call 800-221-5277 for a trial subscription of the product or visit l$e d z m s  site a t  www.netadvantage.standardandpoor.com/demo 
Also avaiiable in CD-ROM and  print format. 

&&tog WqFq P$sp\&ng 
m i  IzIegratmg In83matim 
,3y Robertg dm@ 
Sometiws text alone, no matter how expertly 
worded, is just no: the right way to deliver a 
mssage. This may often be the case with Ioca- 
tion-based information-where the reiaaion- 
ships among G h g s  can be c l e d y  displayed 
or! a n a p  b.4: may not be easily described in 
words. Xoberta Brody explains how this situa- 
tion is cfianging as desktop mapping, geo- 
graphic infornation systems, and ot\er spatial 
information management applications enzble 
us to display a d  analyze information in ways 
:ha: show :he relationships of +&gs or events 
k their real-world contexts. 
3oh3 Eieeiy Brcwra: Tr, Cccted 
Xecently, Information Outlook stafi had the 
opporturity to sit down with John Seeiy 
Srown, chief scientist at Xerox Corporation 
and director of the Xerox Palo .@to Xesearch 
Center (?ARC]. Dr. 8rom is one of the 
world's leading authori?ies on new techolo- 
gies, crgmizational innovation a d  learning. 
3 e  is also co-author pjvith ? a d  Duguid] of the 
recent book, Tne Social Life of information. In 
Ms book (and this intewiew): he discasses 
how a better undersi,uldkg of the contribu- 
tion Cia: communi:ies, organizations and 
inst2urions make to I e a x i g ,  working, and 
innovating a n  iead to the richest possibie use 
of techology in our work and every6ay iives. 
Can Zsxputra-Xediated 
Camrr,arGcat;'.o.ns Dmxmatiza 
'$r"rp&pkE? 
ty Werz"5.m Ildekm 
Can technology denccratiie the workplace! 
Does it give employees more of a voice! Eoes 
it provide equai access :o information for all 
eqloyees? These quesrions have been the 
subject. of mcchdebaate, Thp prevailing posi- 
tion is that technciogy has democratized the 
workpIace. The dissenting :dew suggests that 
technology reinforces existing hierarchies 
within o_reanizations, or a; least does nothing 
$0 break them down. Nerissa Nelsor, presents 
ner case ... 
QcatBcztirin Xanagmer,t 
is Inf~xzrnztiso Baz-+4,riess: 
Xy GzacS. 3eaign 
by Gciy 4t CB~Y 
We information vrorkers, and paeicuiarly 
t h s e  who have maagement responsibility, 
have for some time been troubled by a seem- 
ing lack of qaality in ;he employees who 
come to work wit5 us. Gsy St.Clair explains 
the solution lies in how we prepare people for 
work in the icfomztion industry and in ?he 
Iibrary/informa:ion science profession. 
Ccxx.Gai.iirj. F I ~  .mapa e n  
ta r0~7jg~tadnra d.2 e;cr&xio: 
V?S~W.'~~Z~.L&C 2 k t i ! ~ ~ i ; ~ d ~  
I~EurmscirSn 
per Roj2erer-i &o&y 
A veces no importa lo expertanente palabrea- 
do cpe este el text0 solo, simplmente, noes La 
cozecta manera de impartir un mensaje. Este 
es el caso a menodo con la informacibn basa- 
da en la ubicaci6n-donde las relaciones entre 
cosas pueden demostrarse ciaramente en un 
mapa per0 no puede,: ser Bcihente descritas 
en palabras. Roberta B~ody expiica como est6 
ca~biando  esta situacibn a medida que !a cor- 
relacitin en mapas e s  la computadora d~ 
escritodo, sistemas de i~Jormacibn geografica, 
y otras aplicaciones de administracion de infor- 
maci6n espacial nos ,=pa& para demostrar y 
analizar informaci6n er, maneras que demues- 
tran ias relaciones de cosas o inddentes en sus 
contextos del inundo verdadero. 
~ ~ ~ k n  Seeiy Brwi;7~ 
Zxglira.adrs e"::rintex%o 
Eace poco, el persona! 6e Information Octlook 
tuvo ia oportunidad de en:sevistarse con Jo:h 
Seely Brown, el jefe cien: ifico de la empresa 
Xerox Corporation y clirector del centro de 
investigation Xerox Pdo &to Research Center 
(?ARC]. Ei Dr. Brown es w.a de ias autoddades 
pxkcipales dei mmio en nuevas tecnoIogias, 
inovaciones orgaiizativas y aprendizaje. Tax- 
bien es coautor {con Paul Duguid) del reciente 
Kxo, The Social Life of Information [La vida 
socis de la infonnacibnj. En su Bjro (y esta 
enrevista), B conenta sobre un entendiiiien- 
to mejor de como la coniribucibn que las 
conmidades, crgankaciones e instit-~iciones 
hacen a1 aprendizaje, al trabajo, y a la ino- 
vacibn puede conducir d uso mas dco posible 
de la tecnologia en nnestra labor y viica d i a ~ a .  
$%e& Ez co;i;n~,icar.i6n medfaste 
I+ curngutz4ora d~mocratirar 
@i ugax Ce trahajs? 
par Me:m M r r k m  
iPuede la tecnolcgia democratizar ei lugar $e 
trabajo? i" que les da a 10s empieados mas 
vcz? iProporciona acceso equitativo a la 
informacibn para todos los empleados? Estas 
pregllntas han sido el tema Ee mucha dis- 
cnsion. La actitud imperante es cue h tec- 
nologia ha democratizado el lugax de trabajo. 
EI punto de vista opuesio sugiere qlIe !a tec- 
nologia refuerza ias jeraquks existenzes den- 
trc de las crganizacioaes, o por lo menos no 
hace nada para desarmarlas, Nerissa Kelson 
presenta su caso ... 
Administraei6n caE5cakk2 
rz:: Ic-, servie.ks ds k in%nrsa&Gz: 
mi Ijrar?. met2 
p w  Guj 5r. Cbir 
Ncsotros, 10s tiabajadcres de !a infonnaci0n, 
y en particular aq~eilos que tienen repons- 
abilidades administrativas, hemos estado pre- 
ocqados hace tiempo For una falta percibida 
de cakdad en ios empleados qne vienen a %a- 
h-.- +r con nosotrcs. guy St. Clair expiica que 
la solacidn estd en ccmo preparamos a las 
personas para ei trabajo en la industria de la 
iniormacibn y en La profesi6n de ciencias de 
la informacibn y bib:~ictecologia. 
M ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  ,. i h ,.>< ., -p XI: ASichnr PP iat2gxf3: 
'I"ir:?carz:~tim g a  Enbe~ta PaaCy 
Parfois Ie tex:. sed,  m6me s'ii est form16 
avec expertise, n'es: pas la bonne maniere de 
deiivrer on  message. C'est souvent le cas 
quand l'infomation est architectur4e autour 
de la localisatics de donn6es - o& les liens 
entre les choses peuvent @tre aifichkes claire- 
ment sur cne mappe mais seraient difiiciles 2 
decrire par des mots. RobeZa Brody explique 
Ia facon dont cette situation change au fur et 
i mesure que le aappage, ies syst6mes d'in- 
formation geographiqlle et autres applications 
de gestion de I'infomation gecspatiale nous 
permettent d'afficher et d'analyser I'informa- 
tion tie f a p n  $ montrer la relatior, entre les 
choses ou evPnements dans la r6aiitP. 
3&r, S&y i j x ~ y : ~ :  En cont:tx.re 
Recemment, ie lersonnei d'Infcrmation Out- 
look a en i'occasicn de rencontrer John Seely 
Brown, scientifique en chef de ia Xerox Corpo- 
ration et directem du Centre de Xecherches de 
Xerox A Palo Alto (PARC) . M Brown est l'une 
des autodtes prhcipales du monde entier en 
matiere de nouveiles technoiogies, d'innova- 
tion organisationneiie et d'apprentissage. C'est 
aussi le coauteor (avec Paul Duguid] du iiwe 
recent, The Social Life of Information. D a s  ce 
Iivre (et cette entrewe), il explique c o m e n t  
une meiiieure compr6hensioz de la mmiere 
don: les collectivi?~~, orgacismes et institu- 
tions conb-ibuenl i I'zpprentissage, au travail 
et 2 ?innovation peut mener A I'utiiisation la 
plus riche de la :ecbnologie dans notre rravaC 
et dans no& vie quctidienne. 
W . c e  p.e :a mmm~~akzths ,  
=6BbIis& p u t  65:~acratisar 
Le lieu IJe travail ? 
-.' > 
.#b8 ,Qe&sa &;ss? 
Est-ce que la technoiogie pee; democratiser le 
lieu de travaii ? Est-ce qu'eiie donne davan- 
tage droit au chapitre a m  saiariks ? Est-ce 
qn'elle proccre aux salaries En acces egai 2 
l'information ? Ces q~est iccs font l'objet de 
maintes discussions. La position la plus 
r6pmdue est qce ia technoiogie a democfatise 
Ie lieu de travaii. i e  point de vue oppose sug- 
g&e que la technologie renfcrce Ies hierar- 
chies existmtes au sein des oganismes, ou au 
moins ne fait rien pour les faire croder. Ner- 
issa Kelson presente ses arguments,.. 
Gr?stierr d ~ c .  ~f;XIp6ht:W% rlzm 
'ics reruxes d'Ln%ar~ati3r;: 
P4cn ggrac3 ksse4ri 
( 3 E  cay 2%. t -k i r  
Quant h nous, travailie~s de I':nfomation, et 
particuliPremect ceux d'entre nous qui 
sommes responsables de ia gestion, sommes 
troublt5s depurs un certain texps par un 
mancpe apparent de qualit6 p a m i  les salaries 
qui.?ennent travaiiler avec now. Guy St. Clan 
expique qke la solu'Lion se trouve dans h 
maniere dont nous prkparons !e perscnnei au 
travail das l'hdustde de ii'informa:jon et 
dans ies domaines de la bibliotheconomie/sci- 
www.booksisfpr~nk~orn 
The aeiinii:ve source for ucblased 
bib!iographic data 
= more :hail 3 million records 
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